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m
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PRE A

United States international telecommunications is
nerally considered to have had its birth in 1866 when
tk e first permanent transatlantic submarine telegraph
cable was placed into service between Ireland and
Newfoundland.
However, like many other areas of our world\
society, the greatest growt has been experienced during
the past 20 years.
ti

7oday there is a wide variety of services available
to the user by means c f
ghly sophisticated transmission,
switching, and termina3. teehnology.
International traffic
volumes for both telephone and record service have been
steadily rising.
But no natter how impressive the growth
and the availability of services have been, we must
continue to ask the guptstion,-Does the present industry
structure adequately serve the public interest? Specifically, has the structure of_the industry evolved, albeit
in a rather random method, to sufficiently accommodate
ehangirig technology and user needs and to provide services
at reasonable charges?
If not, are changes desirable in
the present industry structure?
Concern for the struCture-of.the U.S.
--motional
telecommunications industry dates back to the ate 1920'S
when the industry was relatively _OMple. Since .then,:the
industry has evolved into'a.rather complex structure, '
especially during the lAst ten years or so. 'The purpose
of this report is to present a- synopsis- of the variousstudieS that have addressed the international telecommUnications industry structure after 1968:

Studies commissioned by the Office of
Telecommunications Policy '(OTP) during,
the paSt two-years (19751976)
President's Task Force on Communica tic
Policy (1968)
I

ns

The report. begins with a review of past industry
st uctur. studies.' :Studies and legislative actions prior
to the 1970's yin -Only be mentiioned briefly to establish
the historical record,
Chapter II is an overview of-the
industrial and technological deVetopments up to the present
including- overseas telbphone and record carriers, as well
as the creation of tte Communications Satellite Corporation

the
In Chapter/ III a description is.give
(COMSAT).
current regulatory, and Oversight environment ins41U ing
statutory background, FCC regulatory procesa, and the
executive office. role.

Ohapter IV deals with the Problems existing 'within
,the present institutional.arrangementsdegcribed in the
various studies. The problems are not limited to those
that may appear to lA affected by changes in the industry,
Structure; rather, all ofthe major problems of tnternational teleOommunicatiens are described to enable the
,

reader to understand'the'complex legal- /institutional;
framework involved.

Chapter V presentsa summary of the altern Live
indptry arrangements which were developed in he major
These alternatives are organiz-daccording
stud
to individual_ subject, enabling the reader to more readily
compare the varying Opinions on each pertinent. category.
The.authors have made no attempt to analyze theSe alternative arrangements.
Chapter VI-deals -specifically with `re4ula cry
and-governmental changes-with impacts on Indus
structure.

The closing chapter presents an overall
Y 0
he reports and the:authors'-conclusion6 and
-enda-'
ns on posskble stiucturat, regulatory, and le islative
changes.
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CHAPTER 1
ICAL

-VIEWCW'INDUSTRY STRUCTURE

TUDIES

Intro uction
Begi.hni ng with the telegraph
nd-BV radio carrier
merger i$Oue in the late 1920's,, certain elements of the
0.B. international teleCoMmunications industry have always
been at the center of controversy
-Later, the separation,
of international-and doMeStic communications -services entered the-. spotlight, followed by merger studies and
varying views on the desirability okticompetition.:Distinc-:

tuns between voice and

recordservf es-were also important

issues at different'time04-over the-past decades.
With the
introduction-of satellite technology, the.controversy has
`reVolved arOund the'problemassoCiated with cable and
satellite,Utilitation.- .Today, virtually all aspects-of
the U.S. international:telecommunications industry are

Open for-dscussion.

ti

This chapter sUmmarizes,the early COngressional and
Executive Office activities relative to theAndustry
structure
to.1966 And introduces the,three- major
study effOrta-Whichhave been performed since then.
B.

Ind

.Then
between WOr

A

ivities Prior

1966

e in. international record communications
-ar .1 Ana 1.946 has been summarized as follows:

"Durin4 world War I, when the Oovernment operated
the telegraphy indus ry, the United States Navy
was riven control of the transoceanic radio-stations
in the interest of national security.
Immediately
aeter the war, a bill was introduced in Congress
providing for the control and operation by the Navy
Department of the then existing private-United States
radio .stations used for overseas communications.
The measure had Navy support. Under its provisions,
the Navy was to operate the private stations as
welt Ws its own stations for the handling of both
comMeMial and Government international communicatiolU.
The bill did not become law. The country
would not accept Government ownership or operatio
of theee facilities.

"Tne'first expression of Congressional policy on
merger of the privately owned cable and radio
companies came in the Federal Radio Act of 1927:
This law specifically pTohibited,mergers of radio
with cable companies, and vice versa, if such
mergers would lessen competition or restrain,
The
trade in interstate or foreign commerce.
Radio Act also declared that antitrust laws are
'specifioally applicable to the manu acture, -sale,
and tradesin,Tadio apparatus, and to interstate
or foreign ;radio communications.
"The'Communications Act of 1934 included the
In 1939-,the Senate Committee
on InterstateComnierce requested the PCC to
The Commission
study the ''merger question afresh.
reported in the following year, recommending
permissive merger of the cableand radio- telegraph
same, previsions.

carriers,.

"After lengthy nearings, Senator White anduSenat
McFarland introduced a bill in 1941 to permit
mergers in both domestic and international telegraph
When the measure was before the full
systemS.
committee during the following year, however, the
Navy Department, previously asupporter of merger,
objedted to changing the.law-to permit changes in
The Navy
the international industry at that time.
thought that the structure of United States overseas
telecommunications should not be altered during
ProviSion for this type of merger was
the war.
deleted from the bill; although the House restored
'it, the bill was net voted on before the end of
the 77th Congress.
"The prob-l=em of domestic merger was felt to be so
urgent, however, that it could not wait for the
The Postal Telegraph Company
conclusion of the war.
was deeply in debt, and there appeared no prospect
tnat its financial affaits could,possibly be put
The 78th Congress took up the question
in order.
of domestic merger in 1943, and amended the Communi-,
cations Act sb as to permit Western Union to purchase
This permissive legislation
postal Telegraph.
required_We8ter Union to divest itself of its

international business,Oestern Union Cables, within
a reasonable period of time according to conditions

and procedure specified in thd Act, and with
tile approval of the FCC.
Up to the present
time (1951), Western, Union and potential buyers
of its cables` haye been unable to agree on
terms of sale.
Western Union Cables continuesKtrom
year to year as the FCC renews permission for
it to continue in its present ownership, This
situation has given rise to suggestions that the
-provision for splitting domestic from international
carriers be stricken from the law.
-"In 1945 resolutions calling for study of the
international merger problem again were introduced
in Congress and further hearings were held. No
new action res lted from the Congressional hearings,
however.
Sena or McFarland, on discovering that
tl-e Department of State no longer supported merger
while other exe utive agencies and the 'CC favored
it, took the position that-Congress could do nothing,
until the executive agencies arrived at a common
policy.
1

"In 1946 thenewly organized Telecommunications
Coordinating Committee, at the suggestion of the
Navy Department, tried to work out a Government
policy on merger. The Committee was unable to
reach a unanimous recommendation after thorough
exploration of the issues by an ad hoc subcommittee.
Tais ad hoO group submitted a report in December
1946, which set forth the arguments of proponents
and Opponents of merger."1 /
Due to pressing problems in the operation of the
Nation's wire and radio communications facilities,
President Harry S.'Tfuman created the President's Communications Policy Board on February 17, 1950. The function
of the Board wds)
to study the present and potential use of
-radio arid wire communicastions facilities by

governmental and non-governmental agencies and
to make and present to the President evaluations
and recommendations in, the. national interest
concerning (a) policies for the most effective
use of radio_frequencies by governmental and nongovernmental users and alternative administrative
arrangements in the Federal Government for the
sound effectuation of such policies, (b) policies
with respect to international radio and wire
.

t ge rnment
the relationshicommunication
communications to non-government ca unicati its,
and (d) such related policy matters, as the Bo -`rd
may determine.
It 2,

In relation to international. co_

the conclusions of the Beard reached

nications policies,
March 1951 were as

follows:

The Government should adopt the policy of
"1.
maintaining the strength of the private competitive
international communications system.
There should be a Government agency charged
2.
with the responsibility for implementing this policy.
Urgent recommendations"have,been made to
3.
Congress that legislation be enacted to permit
companies in the international cable and radio
field to merge. One of these calls for a single
company to narLdle all United States domestiq
and international record communications, thud
providing an integrated system. We find no
imperative reasons calling for an immediate
merger of these companies; we conclude, on the
contrary, that recent'improvements encourage a
continuation of their present independent status.
Moreover, in our judgment, a'period of.partial
mobilization is not a good time to undertake a
reorgainizatioa of these important components of
oyr d6mmunications system. Our conclusions in
regard to mergdr are based on conditions as we
We recognie,
ow find them and can project them.
however, that the situation can change and that
the welfare of our communications system demands
constant attention to the condition and stability
of these companies. We are mindful'of the strong
conviction held by informed members of Congress
and others that merger is desirable.. W have
ascertained that interested Government departments
are divided in their views on the subject. While
we believe that the national interest does, not
at this time require the repeal of existing prohibitions against merger, we recognize that changing
conditions may provide compelling reason for a
If so, the anticipation of
miter -ger later on.
them-by adequate study and legislation will be
essential. The kind of merger which might thus
be indicated, as well as the timing of it, may be
dictated not only by nOrmal ecommilic forces, but

4

by the wi.sdorn ©f -the Gave

-n
own policies
v,is-a-vis the companies an by technological
developments.
Tecnnological developments may
in fact prove to be the conclusive factor in
determining the future of these companieS "/

Again in 195
9
the Senate Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Comer
held a series of hearings4/to
Altilorize merger of
e international telegraph carriers.
This legislative prop -I was introduced by Senator
Warren Magnuson during
85th Congress as S. 4231
Augiist 1958, and reintroduced during the 86th Congress
in 1959. Altnough permissive
merger was supported by
most Government agencies as well as the record carriers,
it was opposed by the Department of Justice and labor

-1Juions

and_c_onsequently -failed to be enacted.

c.
The first concentrated effort to investigate the
international telecommunicatiOns industry was undertaken
in 1964.
OW January 24 'of that year, the Acting Special
Assistant to the President for Telecommunications and
the' Chairwan, Federal Communioations.Commission,
to the SecretarieS of State and Defense. and the wrote
Attorney
G'efleral, PrOpoSihg a Joint Study of International
Telecommunications.
As a result of this letter, the Intragovernmental -Committee on interniitionai TelecomMunioations
w.as created.
The Committee consisted of the Director of
Telecommuhiations Management, Chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission, Assistant Secretary of State
forEconomic Affairs, Assistant Oecretaz
Defense for
ministration, a
Assistant Attorney Ge
Gen
q ral for
Antitrust Division.
This, Committee organized. a i;/orkin
gxoup called toe Project Advisory Group (PAC) and in
march 1965 through the assistance of the 'Department
of
Defense, a contract was awarded to Stanford
Research
Institute,(SRL).
SRI was to assemble the necessary infers
oration concerning the past, present
and probable future
±formance of the industry, the effects of
technological
range and the demands for services.
With this information,
e Committee could then'formreconmenqtions for the future
ternational telecomnirlicatiens industiy structure.
SRI
exanined thp likely performance of the industry
under four
general alternative structures. The alternative were:

Adnd

retention of the status quo
.

,

merger of all international record carriers into one
provide service
Lty which woul
2.

merger a above, but including the
3.
raph Compa yL and

_corn Union

merger of all international operationsinternational
record carriers, pnd AT&T cables, with or without COMSAT-into one single 1;pternational carrier which would provide the
ernational facIllities for all services (including telegraph
vices as in aternative 2) directly to the public in the
cities.

summary

the SRI analysis is found within its own

X

"The greate t identifiable savings through plant
would be
consolidati n and lower operating
ntersimultaneous
merger
of
the
in th
nal
re_;ord
carriers
with
the
domestic
record
na
T
_is
would
streamliee
the
operating
arrange
car.
Merging
the
in,
an_
near
the
gateway
cities.
nent
smissio- media, as in Alternative 4, does not
uch identifiable savings but undoubtedly
p rt duce as
would provide -letter g&D'support and improved negotiatinq-arrangements with'%areign partners. This
carrierts carrier arrangement would provide the most
flexibility h management of the international trans
mission netw*k and will permit COMSAT- to invest a
greater portion of its available capital....

"The above sumary suggests that the optimum'arrangemeat frorb an economic as well as an operational view'point would be to merge domestic and international
record carriers (Alternative 3) but also to create
an international carriers' carrier to operate all
transmission networks (Alternative 4). This would
maximize the plant consolidation', provide maximum
economies of opgrating costs and take advantage of
,eco140Miesof-scale intransmissiOn and switching.
Tt would promote the best U.S. participation in
global network planning, proyide strong R&D support
for transmission and switching systeMs and constitute a strong position for international negotia-

tions.../

anuary
Co- nnlitte held
industry, labor,
recommendalions
tated In part:

and February 1966, the Intragovernmental
meetings with the leaders of the telecommunications
and 511-1; and in April, submitted its report and
to the Senate and House Commerce committees which
-1

.the Committee concluded that the dynaMic nature
of this vital industry requires that the regulatory
agency be given authority to take promptly such action
as may be necessary to. serve the national interest,meet the needs of the public and the Government for
ficient and economical'etelecommunications service,
nd preserve th health of the industry. No consensus,
s reached on the most desirable sructUre for the
dustry-, which may depend upon future developments
upon the initiative of the firms involved. But
the Committee believes 'that the FCC, which has the
'power to change the industry's competitive conditions
dra ically by authorizing new services and approving
or p escribing rates, should also have the power to
auth rize necessary changes in the industry structure.
At Apr sent, major industry restructuring is prohibited
by th antitrust laws and certain sctions of the
Communications Act_ Therefore, the Committee recommends that the Congress now act to remove such bars
and ena t appropriate permissive merger le4islation.
sed bill, a draft of which will be submitted
Th pr
shortly, would authorize the FCC t approve a plan
submitte by the carriers for merger of any two or
more rec d carriers, or their facilities, with or
ithotit C MSAT and with or without the overseas
faciliti
of AT&T, on a finding that the public
interest would be served thereby..."6/

Again, the concept of permissible merger had been advanced
before the Congress by means of the Committee report. The draft
legislation which was to follow was riot acted upon by Congress
and major industry restructuring remained prohibited by antitrust laws and certain sections of the Communications Act. Themajor reasons for advancing the legislation had been the concern
over the viability-of economic health of the record carriers in
the light of increasing competition of voice communications and
the impact of-satellite communications.7/
unications polio

president's Task Force

(1969)

t The need to develop telecommunications policy ontinued,
and on August 14, 1967, President Lyndon B. Johnson delivered
a message to the Congress in which he announced the appointment
of a Task Force on Communications Policy:

7

I and appointing a Task. Force of dis nguished
government officials to make a comp' hensiye study
amine a number
of _perm
'cations policy.
It will
of 'ajo
stions:

e we making the best use of
electro=magnetic
equency spectunl?
w soon will a domesti sate
system be
'economically feasible?
Should a dopeqtic satellite system be general purpose
or specialized, and should t e e be more than One
system?
- -How will these and other d 47elopmen _ affect COMSAT
unication carriers?
and the intprn tional ,c
"These are complex quesX ns. Many of them are being
presently weighed- by the Feder 1 CommunitationS
Commissioan.
But a long, hai'd 1 ck must also be
by all partiesvith responsibility in this area
trie Ultimate decisions will work a revolution in he
communications system of our nation.
)

"This Task Force will examine cur entire international
communications posture.
It should investigate whether
the present- division of ownership, in our international
communications facilities best serve's our needs, as
well as which technology can meet new communication
regUirements in the most effective and, efficient manner.

"The Task Force ma- establish working roups of.
goVernment and non government experts t,. study ya_
technical, economi and social questi

ous

"The Task Force should also determine
unications
Communications Act of. 1934 and the Co
I am asking
Satellite Act of 1962- require revftion.
the Task Force to report to me from time to time and
to make its final report within one year."8/

The Task FOrCetaAs essentially an interdepartmental
Committee (fift.een-departments And agencies' of the Federal
Government cooperated directly in the effor0, backed up
by a recruited staff and contracted private yhdustry studies
In regard to the organization of the United States
international communications -industry, the Task Force stated
"of the various alternatives that have been suggestedh formation
of a single entity for United States international transmission
seems the most. effective organizing.principle of the industry'
-for the fdture. "gf

The final Task-Force report,was submitted.on December 7,
After
1968, after, the election of President Richard M. Nixon.
review by the new administration, subsequent action was not
taken on the industry structure proposal.
Office of Telecommunications Poli
nd Relate* Studies
975x1976

Structure

dusty

Renewed concern over the structure cf .he international
telecommunications industry and the assoc:.4441e d. regulatory
process prompted the Office of Tplecommunl-A.7ions Policy (OTP),
Executive Office af the President, and tne Oepartui.ent of
Commerce's Office of Telecommunications, Aniklytical Suppor
Division, to perform studies relating to induktry structure.
The major studies referenced throughout this report inclu
,

"Commerce, Office
aele mmunica
ns,
Anal
i-vision
Anaylys s bf AT&T
Overseas Services IpcLuqing Cos:k,
of Prov
nT,Such Services .Its Regulatiavdhd
1e Alternative Arrangements
Evaluation of Pos
,

,

,

t

ociates
Summary of the M no ly and Antitrust Aspects of
the U.S. rhternation 1 TelecommunicationlkIneustry

Guy Black .and<IrA

Richard Gabel
Analysl b Existing and Alternative Arrangements
fbr the U.S. International Record Communication
Industry Including an Evaluation of The
impact
on Overall Industry Performance
Tran 0
An Ana
Existing and Alternative Roles for
the Co unications Satellite Corporation 1ithin
the U.6. Overseas Telecommunications industry
Trahsc
An Analysi of Current and Alternative Regulatory
Procedures
the United States International
Telecommunications Industry

Columbia Univ

;it

,

Frank P. Grad and

b

Government Regulation of International
Telecommunica ions
The various alternative structure arrangements Covered
in these reports are reviewed in detail in Chapter V.- Regulatory and lovernmental alternatives discussed in the studies
are summarized in Chapter VI. Other reports'are also referended where supplementary inforMation is appropriate or required.
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CHAPTER II

INDUSTRIAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT IN
INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
oduction

A.

The U;S. international tel = communications industry
can be defined as encompassing hose firms which provide
transoceanic,communicationS se ices between the continental United States and points throughout the world including Hawaii and U.S. offshore points.
However, the U.S.
record carriers do not serve Alaska- Canada, St. Pierre''Miquelan, Newfoundland, and Mexico. J.1 This chapter. provides
the historical development of the international qpmmon
Carrier industry and, reviews .the major technological

developments influencing the current'industry arrangement.
This present structure is marked by a segregation of
voice and nonvoice (recprd) telecommunfcations in -the

cpstomer--serviCes-area,-and-thafireand-satellite
dichotomy in the transmission-media area.
B.

12TeL2-Lient of Overseas lelephon-

American Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T
became the sole supplier of overseas -telephone services for
tie United States Mainland largely due to its position in
the provision of domestic voice service. By the time
radio telephony made possible international voice communications in the 1920's, AT&T -had'become .the predominant
common carrier engaged in furnishing message telephone
and private line services in the U.S., and it vas an extension of this domestic service which made AT&T the single
voice carrier of international telecommunications.
1.

22Yk31P21111._..24.11.2

Unable to sell his
along with several others e
Company. After declining t
the Western Union Telegraph
phony.as a competitive thre
between the two was signed,
telegraphy to Western Union
telecommunications business

patent, Alexander Graham Bell
tablished the Bell Telephone
buy the telephone patent,_
Company soon recognized telex
t. "...[I]n 18/9 a settlement
leaving telephony to Bell and
effedting a duopoly* in the
and formalizing the separation

iri=---ically-aorrect definition would be a bifurcated
market (AT&T providing telephone services and WU providing
telegraph services).

of modes. "2/ In 1899, A.r&T become

e parent company of
the Bell System and as such the virtual domestic telephone
monopoly.
This monopolization was so effective that
1912 a group of independent companies protested to the
Justice Department tnat AT&T was in violation of the
antitrust laws. This feeling came to the forefront because
of AT&.2's.successful efforts in acquiring many small
independent telephone companies as well as the operating
control of Western Union Telegraph Company, and bec se
of _AT&T's alleged-unwillingness to physically interconnect its facilities with those of independents.
In
1913, the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC)
acting
under the conditions of the Sherman Antitrust Act, began
an investigation into whether or not AT&T was attempting
to monopolize communications in the United States.
,

The issue was resolved by the Kingsbury Co
ment, of 1913 in .which AT&T agreed to dispose of its
Western Union stock and operating control, to purchase
-no-mmore -independen-t-telephame-ampaniesi-and to make
prompt arrangements for all other telephone companies bo'
secure toll service .for their subscribers over Bell
Company lines./ This agreement with some modifications,
such as the ability to acquire independent telephone
companies with ICC approval,_ became formalized in the
Willie-Graham Act of 1921, and ultimately in the Commun
cations Act of 1934, Section 221(a).
The telegraph-telephone-separation which began in 1879 was preserved and
strengthened through this action.
2.

Oevelofm ent

f Overseas T at1sn fission Tele 11

The invention of radio created a new pathway for
common carriers, .particularly telegraphy, and it was
developed immediately.
"...[B1Y ;x:.91.5 the American
Telephone and Telegraph,Company succeeded in transmitting
speech signals from Virginia to Faris, thus showing
radio's capacity to handle either voice or message transmissionS internationally, whereas the cables could carry
only narrow bandwidth telegraph. messages.
By 1927, AT&T
introduced transatlantic radio telephone servicq commercially, charging $75 for a three-minute call. "1 This,
transoceanic telephony service was so successful that by
the late 1940's and the post World Wax II expansion it
became apparent that better quality and higher numbers of
circuits were needed for overseas service.

12

On the technical side, the dev lopment of the
two major-pathways of modrn overseas telecomhmunications,
the voice-grade cable and the communicat ons satellite,
(For discussion of
h 1950-60's,
was, accomplished in the
Ire 1956, AT&T and
satellite technology', see Section D.)
the British Post Dffixe laid the first transoceanic
voice-grade cable between Scotland and Nova Scotia capable
of transmitting thirty-six ,simultaneous t lephone conversations.: Tnsteaci,of accommodating demand, demand for
telephony grele,at a very high perce'lltage, creating a need
for additional an4 larger cable systems. The advances of

voice-cable technology is represented in each generation;
the current transAtlantic TAT-6 cable system consisting of
Ii- summary, AT&T
4,000 voice-grade circuits is an example,
is the sole common carrier proviaing.U.S. mainland overseas
message and lease telephony. Table II-1 provides a ten-year
simmary of AT&T's overseas revenues and its growth through
1975.

4-

Develo

erseas Record Se

,e9raph message,
Samuel FJ1k. Moire sent the first
"What hath God wrouO t., " between Washington and Baltimore
on May 24, 1344. amore offered his telegraph to the
government fir $loa,cloo, but the Postmaster General refused- the offer since it was' "uncertain that the revenues
could be made egt.ial to its expenditures,." Telegraph
was thus desti ed to be developed, "as a private, rather
than governmen at, enterprise, the conse.guences of which
ry much.affect -thejndustry and
e governmental control
over it even t i la y.'
1,

Dev

the International. Record

In

Cableed

-"Th
ui s guent growth of the telegraph industry
was very rapid,
Fifty companies Were using Morse telegraph.patents by 1 51, the year i.r which the Western
Union Telegraph Crarpa,ny was chartered,
As telegraphy
represented the
practical application of electricity,
so Western Union, s aon to dominate the_
dustry, would
become the first nationwide monopoly, "6 With the developaent of underseas cable techology, telegraphy became_- a
means for international telecommunications.
In 1866, the
British-controlled frkglo American Telegraphy Company aided
by an American, Cyrus Field, laid the first permanent
operating underseas cable extending from Ireland to
NewfoUndlantLZ7 Western Union entered the sphere of cable
and. overseas oRetatatons when it leased the first American

TABLE
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RSEAS REVENUE. (00

GROWTH

PRIVATE LINE

YEAR

MESSAGE

196$

$ 84,523

1966

106,760

31%

9 219

1967

120,075

12.57%

8,787

196a

145,802

1.43%

8,657

1969

195,147

33.98%

9,223

1970

213,777.

9.43%

8,449

1971

247,701

15,87%

6,341

1972

308,176'

24.41%

7,620

1973

373,014

21.04%

7,232

1974,

441,13T

8.26%

6,143

1975

502,402

3. 88%

6,321

SOURCE z

$

AT&T Report pursuant to Section 43.61.
rederal Communications Commission Rules
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owned trans tlantic caoles financed by American-Telegraph
and Cable Company in 1881 and-1882.
These and subsequent
cable ventures led to fierce competition with the charges
for publi c message services fa11itg from $100 to $10 for
20 words, ,or 50 cents a word.i/
vlarmy and J. G. Bennett formed the
Commerci
able Company and built an additional cable
beCween
and and Newfoundland in 1884.
This new
Company,
ver, lacked landline connections and service
in the U.S.
o
its transoceanic service. -Commercial,
faced with a choice between building its on domestic
telegrph Systemor paying a highly prohibitive price to
Western 1nior for interconnection, chose the former wars
of action and acquired the Postal Telegraph System for,
domestic Service in 1897.2/ These types of international_
-arrangements for telegraph existed for approximately 20
years or until the coming of radio telegraphy in 1920.
2.

Radio

Deva,lo.ment of internatio-a
Indust

commercial development of radiotelegraph
began snort.l.y after 1895, when Marconi first demonstraend
that intelligible electrical signals could be transmitted
tnroUgh space without the aid of connecting wires. "10/
Until the organization of American controlled companies,
all commercial wireless communications in the U.S. were
carried on by the American Marconi Company, which was
controlled by Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company, Ltd.
(British Marconi.
However, "Until World War I,...trans
oceanic radi6 communication was for the most part unsuccessful because of the lack of efficient transmitting and
receiving equipment... thus radio communication companies
confined their operations primarily to ship-to-shore
service. 11/ It was World War I which spurred the development of radio. The Government control over the patents of
the Alexandrson alternator and the DeForest tube offered
the solution of efficiently venerating and receiving
continuous electrical Waves.1.2/ Thus, the age of internanational Radio Communications had begun.
'he Radio Corporation of America was incorporated
in 1919 as an outgrowth of the patent controversy and the
U.S. Government's desire that U.S. radio communications
should be nnder U.S. 'control.
PtiOr to the developmnt
of RCA, the Britisb Marconi Company (foreign owned) had
sought to purchase: the patent rights of the GE developed
Alexc
'arson alternator but with its incorporation, RCA

had obtained these rights. By 1920, RCA had established
direct radio telegraph circuits between major overseas
paint's, and by the mid-1920's,'appeared as formidable
competition to the cable telegraph carriers.
fl...CompetiEnn between cable and radio wasconsidered very ,important (and encouraged), during the
1920's._2/. In establishing the Federal-Radio Commission,

the Radio Act of 1927 en&later the Communications Act of

1934,,1 Congress even exhibited a protective attitude'toward
radio:14/ In 1927, MacKay, a holding corporation for
Commercial Cable and Postal Telegraphy COmpanies, proposed
to enter the international radio communications field'
with a coordinated system using both'radio and cable.
MacKay argued that because RCA faced no competition within
radio itself,.approvat of their applicatiol would provide
Competition to .RCA and prevent monopoly.1J/ With today's
hindsight, it is clear that having granted Mackay, now ITT
-worldcoM, the opportunity totake advantage of the new
radio technology saved thap company from bankruptcy.
RCA subsequently offered service-Over both cable and HF
radio,facilities*, and is presently known as RCA Globcom.

Finally4, Western Union Tele raph, facing dOmpetition domestically from Postal Telegr ph and internationally
from the radio carriers, was in poor financial standing.
By 1943, Congress enacted merger legislation to permit
Western Union to acquire Postal, which-itself was almost
This consolidation had a direct bearing on
bankrupt.
international communications because WU was required to
divest itself of all international telegraph operations
and facilities. This .sale of Western Union'sJcable
operations was -completed in 1963.
Western Union International (WUI), an entirely independent corporation, pur
chased the operations and became. the- "new"- international
record common, carrier.

International. Recod Industry-Today
The three '.major international record carriers
(IRC's) by volume of business and revenues are ITT-World,
Communications, Ike', RCA Global Communications, Inc
and
'Western Union international, Inc. The remaining record_
carriers consist of TRT-Telecommunications, Inc.(TRT),
-Frehch Telegranh Cade Company (FTC) , and the 0.S.-Liberia
Radio Corporation (USLR).'-,-Both FTC and USLR are very
small carriers established in 1879 and 1913 respectively
to serve particular-communications needs'l TRT has become

the fourth largedt international common Carrier, expanding
opera ons in 1972 topoints outside its traditional market
areas f Central and South America.
The-principal IRC services include:
telegraph
message services, telex. (switched teletype), leased
telegraph, leased alternate - voice. data (AVM), facsimile,
data television transmission and redeptiOn services, and
radioctiastal-telegraph service.
Prior to the mid71.960's
the principal-component of IRC.revenuee had-been telegraPh'
Message service. Today:the industry achieves,nearlY 60%
Of its total revenues from telex service- (1975)
.

Today, the IRC's long-haul transmission to various
overseas destinations is provided by submarine cable and
communications satellites.
Radio has been relegated to
the provision of mobile services.
The-telegraph cables
described earlier have been replaced by the voice-cable
technology deVeloped by AT&T. Through an FCC ruling, the
IRC's have the opportunity to buy ownership shares in
t hese cables based on each carrier's present and forecasted
circuit utilization. .Although their control on future
facilities planning, development; and investment was
sharply curtailed and left very much dependent on AT&T,
the IRC's have gained a guaranteed share in AT&T's technology which very importantlyds incldded in their
respective rate bases.l6/

Figures for IRC total industry revenues are growth
are presnted in Table 11-2.
D.

The Creation of COMSAT

Congress created the Communications Satellite
Corporation by' the Communications ,Satellite Act of 1962.
The corporate structure of COMSAT is best described as a
compromise between private industry and government entity
forces. The legislation segregated pwnership and operation
of satellite communications from that of cable.
"Thus,
the Act followed .a pattern of fragmentation within the
U.S. telecommunications industry that had a venerable
histdry."17/
1.

The Or anization

f COMSAT

;Internal Organization
The 1962, Satellite. Act assigns special
and unique missions to the corporation-which include:
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TABLE

11-2

REVENUES FROM' OVERSEAS RECORD COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES'
1953-1975
(Selected Years)
($ MILLION)

TELEX

PRIVATE LINE

YEAR.

MESSAGE

1953

$ 42.5

.6

3.7

1955

46.6

1.2

4.8

1957

50.3.

2.8

6.0

1959

55.0

5 4

8.,4

1961

57.1

10.0

8.6

1963

6.3

13.7

12.1

1965

50.6

21.3

20.2

1967

49.8

33.7

31.3

1969

53.8

55..9

45.4

1971

49.2

72.5

52.0

1972

44.8

88.3

57.7

1973

47.6

115.0

62.8

1974

52.3

142.7

64.1

42.5

163.4

69.2

1975

SOURCE:

FCC Statistics of CommunicationS.0 mmonCartlers, Table 25, 1975,
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...to establish.:..as expeditiously
as practicable a Commercfal' communiCatiOns satellite system, as part of an.
improved global communications network...
(Seb. 102. (a7);

"To direct care and 'attention. 'toward

providing such services to economically
jess,developed countries, and areas...'
(Sec.,102(b)); and
'"To reflect 'the benefitsdof this new
technology-in both quality of services
and charges for such services.'.
(Sec: 102.(b)).

"Without any commitment of pupportfrom
other entities, domestic or foreign,
COMSAT was required to develop the
satellite ystem."18/
Parallel development of medium altitude and
synchr6nous systems was contemplated sinceAt was not
apparent at that time which system would be desirable. Thu,
the capital investment for the'new company was approximated
at $200 million and as a consequence, in May 1964, there was
a stock offering of 10 million shares at $20 per share. (The
subsequent decision to use a synchronous system resulted in
COMSAT's overcapitalization.). The international common
carriers werip alloWed under the Act to purchase 50% of the
total shareskoffered: AT&T purchasing 29%, ITT 11%, and, the
*remaining 10% spread among various other carriers'. The
remaining' 50%. of the shares was acquired by approximately
171,30,000 members of the gdneral public. Since that time, the
IBC's and AT&T have divested their stock ownership. In an
initial two-year period,-COMSAT had established itse14, had
capitalized, and had undertaken its mandate to deVelop a
global satellite system.
COMSAT GENERAL, a wholly-owned COMSAT subsidiary,was organized in 1973 to carry out certain corp9rate programs.
which were not a part of INTELSAT. The two major programs
of COMSAT GENERAL in the international arena are the shipboa.rd communications system, MARISAT, and the aircraft
communications system, AEROSAT.
b.

International'Arrangements

On August 20, 1964, the Agreement Establishing
Interim Arrangements for a Global Commercial Communications
System was signed by 11 signatory countries, growing to 45
by mid-1965.

e

"The interim arrangements addressed only
the spaqe segment, which includes the.
communications satellites,,the tracking,
telemetry, command, and related facilities
and equipment required to support the
operation of the c6Mmunications satellites.
During' the 'term of the interim arrangements,
(each signatory)....financed and owned

the space segment of the gloW satellite.
COMSAT's original ownership share
system.
in INTELSAT was 61%. COMSAT was designated
to act as the Manager of INTELSAT under
the,interim arrangements. In that capacity, COMSAT was responsible for the
research, design, development, construction, establiShMent and operation and
maintenance ofthe space segment of the
global satellite system. "19 /

After considerable international negotiationsf
"the definitive arrangements became
effective February 12, 1973. Like the
Interim arrangements, they are composed
of two separate but related international
'Agreement
The first
agreements.
Relating to the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization (INTELSAT)!
(the 'Agreement') -- is between and'among
governments. The',second -- 'Operating
Agreement Relating to the International'
Telecommunications Satellite Organization
(INTELSAT)' (the 'Operating Agreement',) -is between and among the actual investors
and participants in INTELSAT/ which may
be either the government's parMr to the
Agreement or telecOmmunicatiolis entities,
public or private, designated by these
governments., COMSAT was designated as
the U.S. Signatory for the Operating
Aigreement'.

"The-definitive arrangements create a
structure for INTELSAT consisting of=
(1)Lan,Assembly of Parties; (2) a
Meeting of Signatories; (3) the Board
of Governors; and (4) an executive organ
responsible to the Board of Governors.
The basic province bf.INTELSAT continues
to be the space segment, and the financial

20

arrangements tontinup much as they
were under the'interim arrangements.
A major exception is that a mechanism
-is included to insure that investment
will be more closely related to actual
use through annual adjustments."20/
Whilea.COMSAT's ownership. share is still the
largest Of any other user, it has now dropped to near the
28% level.'

COMSAT still provides technical and operational
management services under the terms of a Management Services
Contract for the period from August 1, 1974 to, February 11,
1979.
However, effective December 31, 1976,
"Therbirector General will become
directly responsible to the Board
of Governors for the performance of
all management functions, (and) [a] s.
a consequence, theNanagement Services
Contractor (COMSAT) will no onger be
directly responsible.to the Board of.
Governors, but will be iesi3 nsible to
the Board through the Director General."21/
"COMSAT is compensated for its services
at $506,000 per year plus 14% return on
capital employed in these services.
Afteic the expiration of,the management
'service8 contract in 1979, the Director
general will contract with one or more
entities-for these technical and operational services to the 'maximum extent
practicable.' Thus, there is no assurance that after February 1979 COMSAT
will have any special role in INTVLSAT/
different from that of other Signatories "22/

Develo ment of Satellite Technology
. The Early Bird synchronous satellite, similar to
the earlier Syncom spacecraft developed by NASA, began to
supply the world's first commercial satellite service in
June 1965,
The 240 voice-grade circuit capacity of this
satellite, launched by a 60D-deVeloped vehicle,- increased
by more-than 50% the then existing total telephone capacity.
across the. Atlantic. The next satellite series, INTELSAT
incorporated a'multiple-aocess approach and provided the
first Atlantic and Pacific .Oceans region coverage, starting
in 1966.23/
21

The third generptidn of satellites INTE-LSAT III,.
begs operatjons'in late,1968, and inearly1969 became the
firs satellite to 'provide service to the Indian Ocean. region
hereby Completed the initial global coverage contem
and
Act."24/.
pla ed by the`
Currently, INTELSAT IV and IV-A.satellites provide
This latter generation of satellites
service in the system.
hgher capacity Versioni.of the INTELSAT IV
higher
is a m odif
series, with a nominal cavacity of approximately 6,000
circuits and a design life of seven years. The current
global network oft INTELSAT is built around eight satellites
over the three ocean basins serving.150 earth stations in
over 80 countries.
With the introduction of satellite technology, the
ice and'record carriers could provide direct
service t routes previously not served by cable system's,
and on a ajority of routes provide g transmission choice
between c bles and satellites. COMSAT's role in providing
international service is limited to that of a carrier's
carrier through the leasing only of their satellite circuitry
to AT&T and the TRC's; ire., a wholesaling function. During
1975, COMSAT received 130M from these common carriers. It
is important to realize that the amount of revenues COMSAT
obtains,. is directly dependent on .the U.S. carriers' utilization of circuitry which is: itself markedly influenced by
These issues
Pc c policy on cable/satellite utilization.
and inter-relationships are discussed in detail later in
internati nss

this, report.
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CHAPTER III

CURRENT REGULATORY AND OVERSIGHT ENVIRONMENT
A.

Introduction.

This chapter summarizes the statutory background
surrounding the international communications industry and
identifies the U.S. Government agencies charged with the
comprehensive oversight'of the industry. The regulatory
process itself, and specifically the interpretation of the
law which has evolved, is examined to provide-a complete
picture of the industry and its regulation. Interestingly,
very little statutory law is concerned with the regulation
of the international telecommunications industry.

qLtL2L2EZESELEPLET
In the 1910-20 period, telephone and teleg aph
rvices in the United States were brought under the regulation of the Interstate Commerce Commission as public.
utilities.1/ In the'early era of international telecommunications, two important pieces of0_egislation were adopted;
the Cable Landing License Act of 1921 and the Radio'Act of
TIe Cable Landing License Act of 1921 (also knOwn-as
the1(ellegg-Adt) established the-license requirementS for
the- landing and-operation:of any:Submarine cable connecting
the United States with-any foreigncountry,,Specifioally
giving this
Authority to: the President.2/,In,
1954, thisyresidential fund4on was delegated to the FCC,
with the State Department reserving the right of prior.
approval for-decisions on'license grants orrevdcations.3/
The .Radio Act of r927, later incorporated into the
Communications Act of 1934,' established Government regulation over a11 uses of the radio spectrum.* In the field
of international telecommunications, the 1927 Act prohibited the merger of radio carriers with cable carriers,
if the purpose or effect of such merger was to.substantially
lessen competition.
In this singular way, the Congress had
created a policy of ercouraging'competition between the two
technologies of that time, radio and cable.4/
,

The Federal _Radio Commlssior, predecessor to the ,FCC, was
Created to admihister the Acct of 1927,' but a wide range of.
.Government agencies was involved in the regulation of
communications.
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The Radio Adt soon'proved inadeqUate, partly because
f its, limited 11;cope, lac, of personnel, Congressional
support, and foxeign resistance tothe,coneept of competition.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt appointed, an interdepartmental
committee to're*iew the entfre subject of radio and communications, and-the proposal made by this group formed the basis:
for the_ creation of the FCC in the Communications Act of
1934.5/
The Act cif 1934 set out certain broad policy goals which
include:

"For the purpose of regulating interstate and
foreign commerce in communication by wire and radio
so as to make available, so far as possible, to all
the people of the United States.a rapid, efficient,
Nation-wide, and world-wide wire and radio communication service with adequate facilities at reasonable
charges,'for the purpose of the national defense, for
the purpose of promoting safety of life and property,
through the Use of'wire and radio communication, and
for the purpose of securing a more effective ekteution
of this policy by centralizing authority heretofore
granted by laW,to several agencies and by granting
additional authority,with respect to interstate and
foreign cemmerce in wire and redid communication...6
'While this legislation did little to alter the inter`rational telecommunications industry, except to provide for
a more formal supervision, the amendmeht.to the Act during
*World War II was meaningful in both a structural and regulatory sense. This 1943 amendment legislation (section 222),
was expressly written to/provide for the merger of the

domestic Wedraph carriers, Western Union Telegraph-Company
and Postai TelegraphsCompany. The creation of a monopoly
in the domestic arena, necessitated some discussion in the
Act for, the interface with the international carriers and
definitions of each type of carriers' services and operaIronically, Section 222 became a principal section
tions.
of the Act which specifically addresses international
It provides for the exit of Western
telecommunications.
Union ,from international communications, the establishment
of a distribution formula for unrouted record telegrams and
a "gateway" cities Concept which remains even today. The
gateway cities concept limits the IRC's to the pickup and
delivery of, overseas-messages in one of the five U.S.
gateway cities;

The most recent legislation affecting international
telecommunications is the Communicatiohs Satellite Act of'
1952. As previously discussed, the Act declared the U.S.
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policy of establishing in conjunction a
operation with
other countries, a global commercial-communications
satellite. system (known .today as INTELSAT).- The Act deals
specifically. with the regulation of the U.S. satellit4 entity
(amsAT)-and_ deems COMSAT a common carrier, subject to the
applicable provisions of the Communications Act of 1934'And
special additional:regulatory previsions. The 'statute divides
Junctions among the President, FCC, the State Department,-and
for technical matters, NASA.'/ HoweVer, the question of
earth station ownership was off,ectively.sidestepped in the
Act:

"In determining the.public interest, convenience,
and necepsitythe Commission shall Authorize the
Aaonstruction.and- operation of such stations by
communications common carriers or the corporation,
without preference to either."8/
4

Regulatory Process

The FCC was established by the 1934 ComMunications Act
as the U.S. governmental body responsible for the regu
lation of both domestic and international telecommunications
service.
In-discharging its duties, the FCC plays a major,
role in facility approval and the rate-determination process,
and shapes the industry through its various regulatory
rulings and interpretations elf"the 1934 and 1962 Acts.
Listed below are a number of significant decisions which
highlight the regulatory process for the international
communication ,industry since e-the Radio Act of 1927.
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Eatia_Lealaator952)
Dual Circuit Policy (1928)

In applying this policy, duplicate parallel
circuits between the United States and most of the impor
tant countries in,the world were authorized to two or more
radio carriers-with the intention of obtaining for the
"public the benefits of competitive service.
b.

Oslo Case (1935)

This case established the ground rules under
which approval could be secured for proposed new radio
circuits.' If facilities consisted of cable circuits only,
a new radio circuit could be approved. If both cable and
radio already existed, a new radio circuit cOuld be author
ized if rate reductions resulted.
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License Conditioning (1942),

This policy incorporated the requirements of
the 1935 RCA Consent Decree banning exclusive contracts as
a basic part of the licensing process. In short, a carrier's
operating agreement with foreign-entities could not produce
A preference or tend to create a monopoly of-communications
services,
Three Circuits Case ,(1946-1953)

In 19.46, the Three,Circuits case developed in
19E3),
which the court, in FCC V. RdA Co., 346 U.S. 86,
overturned an FCC ruITETEETE7WEUT4 have provided for the
authorization of service in competition with another
The court maintained that the
carrieris existing service.
Communications Act did not require the authorization of
competitive, facilities unless the FCC finds that "competition
would serve some beneficial purpose," such as good service
or its improvement, Subsequently, the FCC issued a decision
establishing the policy that competition is desirable if it
will serve some public benefit, and it may therefore be perible.10/
mitted where
'

TAT-4 Case (1964)
In the TAT-4 case,'the FCC refused authority for
AT&T to provide additional alternate voice data service,
and the exclusive service rights were given to the international record carriers. The dpcision also provided for
ownership rights for the IRC's in TAT-4 and future submarine cable systemd-as Opposed to a leasing arrangement
Importantly, investments in
which previously applied.
submarine cables were now elements of the IRC's rate ha e.

Authorized User (1966)
The FCC ruled in the Authorized User decision that
COMSAT is primarily a carrier's carrier, and that in
ordinary circumstances only terrestrial carriers could pro
vide satellite service to ,consumers (through COMSAT).
COMSAT therefore could pi-ovide direct service to authorized
users only in unique or exceptional circumstances, This
decision immediately became .a subject of controversy since
Section 305(b)(4) of the 1962 Satellite Act authorizedCOMSAT to, "contract with authorized users, including the
U.S. Government, for the services of the communications
satellite system "
3.

"Circuits Case (1967)

SAT was denied.authoritY to provide.30 private
line ir.cuitS directly ,tai a customer, the Department of
Defense:
thiS decision, which was in effect a reconsideration of AuthoriZed User, the retail carriers were
drdered to teflect in their rates fori,service any economies
made available to than through the lease of satellite,
circuits ircmi COMSAT. While there appeared to be a specific
lack of reqta fo'r Section 305 of the Act in'the identification ot authorized users, another'section became prominen
Composite rated reflecting both cable and satellite facilities resulted from this case. Section 201(c)(5) of the
1962 ACt s4tes that-the FCC shall,,"prescribe sue' accounting regula400s and systems and engage in such ratemaking,
procedures as Will insure that any economies made possible
by a coMmug.cations satellite system are appropriately reflected in k'at-s for public communication services."

V

in

Islands_

Ce 1 67

Cable

Rico Ear

co4c-orrent applications for both submarine cable
and earth tation construction to Puerto Rico/Virgin
Islands Were authorized as being favorable6 to the ,public
interest, eonlienience, and necessity.
The traffic demand
studies used to demonstrate the need for both facilities
subsequentlY proved to be inflated in the years that
followed the grant.
The FCC indicated that advantages in
diversity enod spare capacity and the U.S. commitment to a
global' satellite system, showed that both satellite and
cable should re used concurrently when additional facilities
are required% This was the first case where "proportional
fill" of cable andsatellite circuits was ordered.
TAT`-5_ Case (1968)

Tie ECC authorized a fifth transatlantic' cable
but a.t the same time required specific
fill
of cables and satellites between the U.S. and participating
countries, the 'FCC also attached 25%, 15%, and 10% rate
reductions fir telephone, telex, and telegraph.respeotively
to its autb° jZ.tion,of the cable."These FCC conditions...
represented the first (and only) instance of FCC directly
telling fore qfl corretpondents how to conduct their business."11/

7. ,-9t*laal2112EIifill_
The FCC found that the entry of AT&T into the internat onal switched -data market would be in the public interest, provided that such service was transmitted over AT&T's,
29
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existing message_ telephone service (MTS) network. In do
so, the Commission required that AT&T provide the IRC's
interconnection with the domestic telephone network so
that they could also offer convenient switched-data services
higher.than .50 baud.
IRC litigation and.the difficulties
encountered in arranging for interconnection have delayed
this serviee.12/
8.

Authorization of New Entrants (1977)

During 1976, two domestic carriers, Graphnet
Communications, Inc. and Telenet Communications. Corporation,'
filed for FCC authority toPprovide new data services internationally.
Graphnet sought authority to extend its domestic
facsimile network to international points, and Telenet scaught
to extend, its domestic packet-switched data network to the
United Kingdom.13/ The Commission concluded that both.applications should be granted as they would provide users with
the kind of data communications capabilities which were not
being provided by the IRC's on a cost effective manner.
Moreover, the Commission determined that public benefits
accrued would offset any potential adverse economic impact
on the IRC's.
In addition, the FCC ruled that crap et and Telenet did not kali' within the definition of "int rnational
carriers" since their domestic revenues would
ntinue to
exceed the new revenues from their internation
services.
Therefore, the geographical limitations of Section 222 were
not applicable to these two carriers. At the present time,
it has been necessary for the specialized carriers to
provide their services, in conjunction with -the IRC's.
D.

Executive Role

While the FCC is the regulatory body responsible for
international telecommunications, there are various Other
U.S. Government agencies concerned with international=
telecommunications.
This list includes the Office of
Telecommunications Policy (OTP), the Department of State,
the Commerce Department's- Office of Telecommunications, and
a variety of others including the Department of Defense
and.NASA who have very unique interests in international
telecommunications including launch functions and space
technology assessment. The FCC, as an independent regulatory agency is responsible to Congress, while the other
agencies listed above have a primary responsibility to the
President. This section of the report describes the main
-agencies and offices involved with and contributing to
international telecommunications.
To list the former outdated agencies, the Board of War
Communication, President Truman's Office of Telecommunications
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Adviser, the Office of DeienSe Mobilization, and the Office
of. Telecommunications Management, illustrates that there,
has always been a need. for advice to the President on telecommunications policy. -4

The Office of TelecommuniCations Policy is one current
executive office concerned with international telecommunications as Set forth in Executive Order 11556 of September.
1970.
These responsibilities include:
"(a)
Serve as the President's principal adviser on
telecommunications
"(b)

Develop and set forth plans, policies, and
programs with respect to telecommunications that.
will promote the public interest, support national
security, sustain and contribute to the full development of the economy and world trade, strengthen the
position, and serve the best interests of the - United
States in negotiations with foreign nations, and
promote effective andAnhovative use' of telecommunications technology, resources, and services-...
"(c) Assure that the executive branch views are
effectively presented to the Congress and the Federal
CommUnications Commission'on telecommunications policy
matters.
"(d).
Coordinate those interdepartmental and national
activities which are conducted in preparation forU.S. participationin international telecommunications
conferences and negotiations, and provide to the
Secretary of State advice and assistance with respect
to telecommunications-in-support-of the
responsibilities for the conduct of foreign affairs.

"(e)
Coordinate the=telecommunications activities
of the executive branch and formulate policies and
standardS therefor, including' but not limited to
considerations-of interoperability, privacy, security,
spectrum use and emergendy readiness.-

6

Develop, in cooperation with the Federal
CoMmuniCations CommiSsion, a comprehen-sive long-range
plan- for improved management of all electromagnetic
spectrum resources.
.Conduct and coordinate economic, technical,
and systems analyses of telecommunications policies,
activities, and ,opportunities in support of assigned
responsibilities.

-"(j)

Conduct,studies and analyses to evaluate the
impact of the convergence of computer and communications technologies, and recommend needed actions to
the President and to the departments and agencies."

In addition, OTP is'charged with the Presidential
functions incorporated in the 1962' Satellite Act by
Executive Order No. 111 91of January 1965. These duties
continuous review, of', all development and operinclude
ational:phases of a global aatellite zystem.
Certain support functions for OTP,. namely research
and analysis, are performed by. the Office of TelecoMMunications, Department of CoMmerce.

Of the other executive agencies mentioned with international communications roles, the Department-of State,
through its Office of International. Communications Policy,
exercises functions which are directly related to its
genprobligations in 'the foreign policy and-foreign'reThe State Department has. also been delelations fields.
ated-the-Presidantial-lareigh-relations functions established in thO 1962 Satellite Act, and the cable landing
license.powerb of the 1921 Act.
Another major, involvement of the State Department is
its participation in the International Telecommunications
Union- (ITU), and the technical -units of ITU, such as the
International: Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
(CCITT) and the international Radio Consultative Committee
The work of ITU and the State Department's role
(CCIR).
in it are not primarily foreign policy. oriented but merely
involve technical considerations and technical arrangements
to enable worldwide telecommunications to function.LL
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CHAPTER IV
CURRENT PROBLEMS WITHIN THE PRESENT
INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
A.

Introduction

Before 2'eviewing the various alternatives to the U.S.
international telecommunications_industry structure
presented. in Chapter V, it is useful for the reader to
gain-an understanding of the current problems which exist
under the present institutional arrangements.

The problems are grouped into the two main categories
of arket-related- and .policy-related problems.
It ehould
be'noted that some'of the following problems may be more
perceived than real by various writers.

No attempt has been made to limit the discussion to
problems which may be solvable only through changes in
the industry structure. Such a selection process is

diit .to-perfort-sinCe most of the problems described
can be resolved through a combination of actions. including regUlatory reform and new legislation.
B.

Market-Related Problem
Market- related problems- are divided into two sub-

categoric rate base and rate structure issues.
1.

Rate Base Regulation

The international common carriers, like-the
domestic carriers, are subject to rate base regulation.
The standard. rate base- methodology entails setting a
firm's total revenue requirements equal to the sum of all
allowable operating and capital costs. When the appropriate'rate base is capital investment, this relationship maybe represented by the following equation:
1

'RR

+ T + (v

where:

RR.= revenue requirements
0 = operating costs (wages, salaries,
Maintenance, depreciation,
advertising, etc,)
P
T = federal, state and local taxes

d) r
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v r-- gross value of plant

d =iaccumulated depreciation
r a al- lowed- rate of- return

"These,revenue requirements determine -an overall
rate level for the firm. After each rate level
is determined, a particular rate structure must
also be determined.
Rate structure refers to
the relationships between the tariffs for the
various classes. of service and, where appropriate, to the relationships between the tariffs,
for particular routes or geographic regions."1

There are three major problems normally associated
with rate base regulation of the international common
carrier industry:
(1) active rate base regulation is
virtually non-existent for the international record and
voice carriers, (2) there is an incentive for inefficient
rate base expansion-, and,(3) a distortion in usage preferences for one type of transmission media is encouraged.
..a in the strictest 'sense, active rate base
regulation generally does not take place in
the United States overseas telecommunicationsindustry and specifically has taken place only
once since the 1958 "Bellwether" decision
applicable to public message telegraph service.
This one instance is, however, limited to COMSAT
services.. Thus, any problems 'inherent' with
rate base regulation cannot exist in this
industry except to the extent that, the threat
of active rate base regulation can alter
behavioral patterns in'a manner similar to
actual rate base regulation." 2/

In the case of AT&T, it is not possible to determine
the rate of return for its overseas service apart from
its total Long Lines services.
This-is'clue to the fact
that the Commission makes no distinction,between
domestic and overseas rates of return and therefore
does not require that AT&T file the needed data. The
required information is also not available directly
froM AT&T.3/
A somewhat different situation
international record carriers. As
rate. proceeding concerned with the
all earnings was in 1958.
In that
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exists with the U.S.
cited above, the last
record carriers' overproceeding, called

the FCC identified RCA as the low
the "Bellwether Case"
cost carrier (Bellwether) and established rates of
return.(7t5-8.5%) baSed upon that carrier's costs.
inc
1958, intermittent rate adjustments "have been a byproduct of new construction authorizations,. freque-tly
offered as a quid pro quo for the authorization."'5_

Se

The record carriers do not submit .rate of return
information as such to the Commission; however, it is
possible totcompute it from the operating earnings and
net depreciated investment data that they do provide.
Rate-of-return values for the four largest record
carriers for the period 1964-1974 have been computed by
As can be seen
the FCC and are shown in table
from this table, certain IRC's are earning a return
in excess of the rate allowed in the 1958 investigation.

In addition to neither enforcing the established
rate of return from its 1958 decision nor prescribing
new rates, the Commission has not been able to determine
the relative profitability of the various record
services, e.g., telex, telegraph message, and leabed
services. 'However, the FCC initiated an Audit
Study of of Operations of International Carriers,(Docket

No. 20778)7/ in 1976 which may lead to a determination
pg the neeed information in the future.
Until a methodology is developed and an allowable
rate of return (or range) is established for AT&T and the.
IRC's, effective rate.base regulation will not be
possible.
The second problem usually associated with rate base
regulation is the potential incentives for rate base
expansion thro_gh inefficient investment decisions.
"It wa painted out by Averch and Johnson
(1962) and Wellisz (1963) that. regulated
monopoly firms which are allowed to earn
a rate of return in excess- of their
(marginal) cost of capital may have
incentives to-make inefficient investment
decisions. The specific-result is a
tendency for rate base expansion that
produces a capital/labor ratio that is
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TABLE IV-1

RATES OF RETURN
BAL

ITT
COM. INC.

TRT TELBCOMMUNICATION,

WESTERN UNION
INTERNATIONALJNC.

PERMIT
1964

7.16

9.38

30.89

17.92

1965

8.34

11.05

22.20

13.86

1966

9.63

12.71

22.79

19.75

1967

EL21

.9.49

15.06

17.76

1968

9.87

9.36

9.59

15.64

1969

_2.01

9.28

14.75

13.88

1970

11.76

8.41

15.01

15.92

1971.,

13,78

9.29

12.39

7.73

1972

15;24

10.36

(3.66)

10.86

1973

17.33

13.02

3.65

11.16

1974

16.99

10.82

(4.45)

12.99

FCC Final Policy Statepent, International Record
Carriers' Scope of
rat on, Docket No 19660,
February 26, L976, Appendix C.
SOURCE:

too great for the output selected.
An
implication is that the regulated monopolist may have an incentive to expand
at a loss into what were previously
competitive markets."8

Hard evidence that the
effect is a factor within
the international telecommunications industry is difficult to find in light of the many industrial and operational requirements which govern investment decisions.
The third problem' associated with rate base regulation concerns the use of international facilities by
AT&T and the-U.S. international record carriers. While
these carriers own suamarine cables, they can only lease
satellite circuits from COMSAT.

"The result is the terrestrial carriers'
strong` preference for cable, because
their costs for cables are included
in their rate- -.base and therefore permit
a greater profit for a given rate of
return, while lease payments to Comsat
to rent satellite circuits are not included in the carriers' rate base."9/

While it may be depatable whether inactive rate base
regulation allows the carriers to currently expand their
rite base through "inefficient" investment decisions, it
is an, unavoidable fact that only cable facilities can be
added to their rate base, further skewing investment

choices

"The rate-base question has generated both
interest and controversy... both WUT and OTP
have proposed. that each carrier bey permitted
to capitalize its satellite lease PaymentS,
for=aPpropriate inclusion in its rate-base.
Such capitalization would help remove the
economic discrimination between cable and
satellite costs and serve as an incentive
to make satellite circuitry ry more attractive . ,,10/

Rate Structure
Section 201(b) of the Communications Act of 1934
states that charges for communication service "shall be

just and reasonable." In addition,, Section 202 a
specific in regard to rate discrimination:-

is

"It shall be unlawful for any common carrier
to make any unjust or unreasonable discrimination in charges, practices, classifications,
regulations, facilities, or services for or
in connection with like communication service,
directly or indirectly, by any means or
device, or to make or give any undue or unreaonable preference or advantage to any particular
person, class or persons, or locality, or to
subject any particular person, class of
O locality to any undue or_gnreapersons, or
sonable prejudice or disadvantage. .I
The Commission has the-power to suspend a proposed,
tariff filing of an international carrier for five
months, and to initiate formal hearings as to its lawfulnesl.
Detailed statistical and economic data must
be filed with the Commission in accordance with
Section 61.38 of the FCC's Rules and Regulations.
"In he extreme, the Commission 'may, after
a full hearing and a determination that
the carrier-filed charges are in violation
of the law, 'determine and prescribe' what
will be the just and reasonable charge...'
In practice, the Commission often suspends
the requirement for-filing '61.38 data'
and in practice,. the Commision' rarely
prescribes a set of tariff rates."12/
.

Because the supporting tariff information is normally
not filed with the COmmission And becaUSe: there has never
been an international rate inquiry involving all* of
the'international carriers,t it is-difficult--tp deterMine
if present rates ,,are just and reasonable within the
meaning of Section .201(b)\of'the:Act. Formal rate
proceedings may be necessary in order -.to make this
determination for the future.
- -

The "Bellwether' case in 1958 only covered public
message telegraph service. COMSAT rate case, concluded
in 1975, only covered COMSAT international operations.

TWo particular rate - setting practices_of the international carriers are also considered a problem by
some.13/14/15/ One practice is "rate compositina"
where the carrier charges to the public are determined
by a weighing of both cable costs and satellite costs;
the other is "area rate setting" where rated to an area,
e.g., Western Europe, are the same for a particular. type
of service regardless of the distance or actual cost
of service. _Transcomm felt that practical alternatives
to these procedures appear to be relatively limited..16/
C.

E2112,Y=EftlAttliE21215M2

There are a number of fast FCC decisions and actions
which can be deScribed as either the sources: Of 1404cyrelated prOblems or examples ofeffective'reguiatiOn-,
depending on one's point of view,
For example, the TAT-4
decision, which prevented AT&T from providing alternate
:voice-data leased line service, may be viewed as effective
regulation by the international record carriers, or as
a,problem by AT&T and others who may consider this restrictibp as not being in the public interest. Forspurposes
of this paper, the_following 'FCC decisiona
-;dre considered policy-related "problems" because they
'are bOth'controversial and have broad impacts.

Plannin

and :lacensin

of Facilities

One of the most' difficult and pervasive problems
associated with international telecommunications today
is' the licensing of new facilities for overseas communications.
According to Section 214.(a) ofAhe
Communica,
aorta Act of 1914:

"No carrier shall undertake the construction
of a new... (facility)... unless and until
there shall first have been obtained from
the Commiission a certificate that the present
or fdture'public convenience and necessity
require or will require...Athe facility)...."17/
The licensing process was relatively easy to
perform prior to the advent of commercial international
communications satellite service in 1965 since the only
quality facilities available for overseas service were
submarine cables mhich filled rapidly.
However, since
1965 there has been a constant-conflict between the two
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competing transmission media, with the cable and satellite
proponents each advancing their respective technologies
before the Commission-tpclaim the maximal share of
Because the CoMmission did not institute
the market.
specific licensing procedures (not subject to divergent

interpretationsmost of the faCility authorizations
In,
were decided on an individual-case or ad hoc basis.
order to improve the licensing procedures, the FCC issued
a Notice of Inquiry (Docket 18875) on June 16, 1970 into
the policy to be folloWed in future licensing. of facilities
for:overseas communications. The FCC stated:

"We,think that, to the extent possible,
we:should:formulate- a policy which will
govern our future licensing in the field

of overseascommunications and which will
enable interested carriers to plan their
Such action,
own actions accordingly.
rather than separate actions on an ad
hoc basis, will be more conducive tU-the
7Tective discharge of our statutory
responsibilities, set out in the. Communica,tions_Act, which, _among other things,
are designed to make available, 80 far
as possible, to all the people of the
United States:a rapid, efficient,
world-wide wire and radio communication
service with adequate facilities at reasonable
charges; and at the same time effectuate our
responsibilities under- the Communications
Satellite.Act in light:of the objectives, and
policies set out in that Act."1!/
In. June 1971, the FCC adopted a Statement of Policy
and Guidelines after receiving the various inputs* to the
The four general guidelines were;
Docket.

"(a) the public interest requires that.We
promote the continued development of both
cable-and_satellite technologies and their
Most effective and timely applications to
meet future requirements for international
communications services;
*Comprehensive comments were filed by the U.S. international
common carriers, and OTPforwarded the Administration's
viewpoint on the policy that should guide regulation concerning U.S. investments in new facilities.

4

" b) the public interet,as.o. requires that
authorize the mostjmoderri and effective
41ities Jvailable via bofh cable and
satellite technology with due regard 'for
efficiency, economy, diversity and
redundancy;
"(c) the public interest and due regard
for the concerns of the Administrations
Which operate the foreign .end of cables
require that care should be taken to
minimize:the need for imposing artificial
formulae-to govern the distribution of
traffic among available media;
"(d) the public interest requires that
the economies available from each advance
in technology be reflected in charges
for service. "19 /

The statement of Policy also stated the4cc's intent to
authorize facilities in line with the proposals of-the
European Administrations looking= toward the maintenance_.
of "reasonable parity." The Docket was never officially
closed after the First Notice of Inquiry.

_

After nearly fOur yearS, in February 1975, a Seoond
This Notice
provided for,a series of meetings open to all United
States interested partietfor the purpose of ,identifving
diScU6sing and analyzing information
i
on service requirements'and alternative means for meeting suchrequirements,
Three informal working groups, dealing with economics,
traffic forecasting, and service reliability- were formed
with each of these groups submitting a report to the
Chief, FCC Common Carrier Bureau, in May 1975. The
working groups were to-meet again later in the year,
but additional-meetings were never schedUled.*
Notice of Inquiry in this.:-Docket was issued.

-411.rre7---ier,7070177whan ing information and
discussion of the three areas,
onsultative Working
Group on North Atlantic Telecommunications was farmed,
consistinn of U.S. Government, inaustry, European, and
Canadian representatives. The group has -convened three
times:
Paris, June 1975; Washington, D.C.,, March 1976;
Rome, Italy, October 1976.
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nd

ion-issued a Third Notice of inquiry in
Docket 10075 in November 1975 which requested 404tionalinternational :carriers.
inforpatiQn'frool each of the U.,
and other intrested parties.
The

or

The CommAsion released a Further Statement of policy
and Guidelines in this docket in NoVember 1976, reaffirming
the existing ic)Oliciee cited above,,and adopting the
following additional. policies and clarifications (the
sections underlined constitute substantially new or
'revised poliCie0 in the Opinion of the authors of this

report)
The continuing availability of adecuate,",a)
retieble, low..cost communications facilities
and cervices between Europe and North
AMet40a is a matter of common interest and
c04 Orn,to'communications users, operating
.entiti.ee, and governments in Europe and
Norte Alverica
AL
'Pli0
Commission does not, as a matter
ofi.poliov._favor the usp:of_pne technology
over another nor any predetermined distribution of traffid or-transmission capacity
anonq alternative technologies or suppliers.
%

"1").t

P4rso4nt toour-statutOry,mandate, our
primery PoliCy'ohjectiVe has been and
remains theaChievement and efficient
utiOZationof the lowest. cost combination Of facilities .which can satisfy ,
Valid traffic needs and service' objectives,
irreePective of technology or supplier.
within this basic policy framework, both
cable and satellite technologiei -- as well

awry other -7 can and should be afforded
the opportunity to evolve.

"c) The existing operational structure and
attellaant economic andOther incentives
of tlle international communications industry
re
he

sot. Such as to :lead automatically to

0alization of the basic public interest
polia objective enunciated above.
NceO0ingly, this Commission must and will
continue to sdrutinize thoroughly both
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fa ility installation and utilization roe als of U.S. carriers prior to
inch these carriers' participation_in'such
facility programs, in'order to ensure that
U.S. communications users are not unnecessarily burdened with'excessive facility
investments or inefficint utilization
of authorized facilities.
"d) The need to consider such interrelated
factors as diversity, redundancy, restoration and other means to provide continuity
of service within the'context of the
operational structure and varying economic
and other incentives and preferences
previously cited severely limits Our ability
to make the necessary publid interest
evaluations in the context of isolated
applications for individual facility authorization.
Ace dan i
will not in the
utUre con

eosals as isolated instances, but w i1
-instead evaluate them in the context of a

_speolfme
ur.ure, _lanning period,
To ensure
that all interested nd-ii( ectelpartieS
have a full opportunity to participate in
the,evoiution of a mutually acceptable .long
range'Olan,for future facility establishment
and use, we shall 4proach-the adoption of
such a plan through an iterative.process.
as set, forth in the Annex to this decision..

"e) in our public'interestevaluation of both
long range plans` and specific facility applicatians,-the)primary criteria shall be those set
forth in (b) -above, ror the .purpose of cost
analyses and comparisons, we,stall consider
as relevant onlyhistorical and/or projected
-investilent and operating expenses -- as
-opposed to lease .-charges or

-_

lorcbvet, before we can adopt any such long
range plan aaa basis-for specific faCility
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planning and authorization, we would necessarily require comparable commitments
regarding the u#e of cable and satellite
facilities.
fig) The evolution of mithally acceptable
Axing range facility plans and the subsequent authorization of specific facilities
will necessarily be a difficult and tine.consuming procebs, given the necessity
of .accommodating this-process to the
'differing legal requirements and. operating
arrangements of the sOvereign nations
involved.
We shall mike every effort
to ensure the success of this effort,
within our basic statutory mandate,
public interest obligations, and legal
system. As a part of our effort, to achieve
an acceptable plan,: wealso,-desire to
explore,where beneficial, changes in the
present ownership arrangements and provision.of cirouitsmithin,future transSpecifically, we
atlantic facilities.
propose-to explore the feasibility and
desirability of subStituting end-to-end
provision of.whold circuits within,
facilities, for the present arrangement
whereby each-terminal coUntry,proVides
fifty percent of each transatlantic
circuit."20/

sion for the first time,
a comprehensive plan

In this document, the Co
forMally recognied:the nee
for future facilities.

-an eesential prerequisite to the
authorization of future facilities must
be the 'development of h comprehensive
plan, inclUding appropriate commitments
regarding the overall deployment and use of
of future:cable and satellite facilities
within a particUlar geographic area
during a- specified planning period.'121/

Until row, cable and satellite interests:have essentially
developed plans independently of each other. COMSAT
submits the IisITELSAT plan. for a new communications satellite
system to the Commission for 214 authorization, and AT&T
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together with the international record carriers do likewise
for each new submarine cable system that has been
negotiated
with the' foreign administrations.
Thus, the coordinated
planning mechanism necessary for the efficient and timely
introduction of new facilities for overseas Service has been
effectively sidestepped by'the industry in the authorization
of future transmission facilities.
The Commission-for the first time has requested the
international carriers to develop a comprehensive plan for
the establishment and use of North Atlantic facilities up
to approximately the mid-1980's. Detailed traffic forecasting and Cost information were also requested in eupport
of the comprehensive plan(s). At the same time, turopean
entities are preparing their own master plan as an input
for the next Consultative meeting.
Where this step leads
the industry in its planning of facilities and the FCC
in its review of construction applications, is at this
time uncertain..
The record above shoes that after nearly_
of FCC activities, in this area, the problems seven years
of how to
effectively and efficiently plan and licenSe overseas
facilities remain, albeit the' issues have been somewhat.
betterclefined.
2.

ela

f Cable and Satellite Faci,li,tie

The procedure, which raceme l3i follows
licensing
of international facilities described above is the
the activation
of circuits. All carriers are required
by Section 214 of
the Conmunications Act of 1934 to obtain Commission
approval
for both the construciion and operation of new facilities.
The Commission procedure to date requires
the carriers to
obtain approval at each of theee two stages.

The second' stage, circuit activation, became
problem for the Cbmaissioneefter the, intrichylction of' a
communications satellites due to the separation
ownership between cables and satellites. The Commission
felt that if it did not specify some general policy
concerting
the relative usage of cables and satellites, the carriers
might have little incentive to use satellites because
of their ownership in cables. The Commission was also
aware of the Governnent's policy under the Communications
Satellite Act of 19 62 "to ,establish, in conjunction and
in, cooperation with otherncountries, as expeditiously
as practicable a commercial communications satellite
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s part of an improved global communications
system,
network- "22/ When the Commission approved the construction

of a new submarine cable between Florida and the Virgin
'slit-Ads as well as the earth, station at Cayey, Puerto.

Rice in 1966, it required that satellite circuits first
be,equalized with cable circuits.
"Thereafter--, additional circuits for all

types-otservice-'reguirementgbeteen:
the mainl.and'Ond the eastern Caribbean
area and beyond shall be be' s ti,efied on

a 50/50-.basis..."21/

A Similar requirement torastposed when the fifth trans
The
atlantic cable (TAT-5) was authorized in 1968.
specific requiremnnt known-as "proportionl fill"
stipulated that the carriers use cable.and.--atOlite
facilities in a manner such that each "reach L80% fill
at approximately .the same time.!'24/
In May 1971, the Commission granted an AT&T
request to activate TATT5 and satellite circuits on
a ratio of five to one in favor of satellite for voiceThe Commission felt that this would
only service.
satisfy the proporti6nal fill requirdment since th'e
TAT '5 cable had a projected capacity of 720 (now 845)
voice-grade circuits, and the new series of satellites,
INTELSAT IV, which had also been authorized, had some
3500voice-grade circuits.
Later, in the June 1971 Statement of Policy and
Gui ell es, the Commissicm.stated that it was "looking intenance of reasonable parity between cable
toward
and satellite circuits'on transatlantic routes."
Just what was meant by "reasonable, parity" was not
made clear.
"This new definition coupled with the faCt.
-that the 5 to 1 ratio was still being used,
left the Europeans with an 'open guestiore_
regarding U.S. views on the manner by which
traffic would 'be apportioned between the ,
media."25/
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Commission modi ied its :yiewsYin'October,J971
and stated,that-the:.fili formula for- telephone. service
should be on. a 1 to-1::ratiO;430tweeri-the TAT -S cable
and Satellite circuits. The. IBC's were e*emptedfrom
fixed ratio but restricted to the activation-6f no more
than -201JAtheir remaining TAT-5 circuitry in Any-6-month
,pericri;-'. nein the Commission. authorized the construction
of
the sixth transatlantic cable (TAT-6) in July 1972.it stated:
"We do not belieVe that :it is,peoessary,or
even:appropriate,for us to prescribe
specific'formulas-pr rules concerning the

manner,inwhichavailable circuity should
utilized."28/
However, in the same .docutent the CoMMi
that it:

s

statee

would expect that where European
entities either construct their own or
arrange to use the facilities ofothers

tri_communicatewithboth

-Entels4t -=-TV

(E-3) and (V-4) they would diverifv,
by dividing their growth traffic in an
equitable manner equally among the three
facilities, i.e., the two satellites
and TAT-6....
Where European or other
foreign correspondents do not constrblet
or arrange to use two Atlantic Basin
antennas, we would expect them to
diversify by dividing their traffic
between the one satellite and TAT-6.'27/
Thus the Commission Lcaused more confusion by
al.lewi.ng interpretations of 1 to 1 in some cases and
2 to 1 in favor of satellites in others.
The -Commission has repeated'

-aLted in

ocket 0o-18875:that its primary objective remained

the Achievement. and efficient utilization of, the lowest
costcoieination, of -facilities.
Unfortunately, the
,COnipasSI.on:has- not been able to'describe, how
Aeci4p on the lowest post combination of'facili-ties which
cail'ect isfy.valid±-traffic needs and service-objectives.

Ine international carriers must file proposed
tariffs with the commission just as the domestic
However, international ratemaking is in
carriers do.
essence a product of negotiations between U.S. carriers
The features of international
and foreign entities.
message-tel phone agreements and accounting arrangements
are descri ed briefly herein but similar features and
procedures pply for other international services such
as Te
present,. AT&T and each foreign correspondent
negotiate a service or optati.ng agreement which normally
has the fAbllowing
"A.

features

provider half

:Each carri

(joint) facility.

the

Both lease half of any .transit
facilities.

-113.

Both. provide the terrestrial
facilities in their respdctive countries.

Bach, having provided half. of the
"D.
,facilities, agrees to receive half
of the negotiated accounting rate*
(bilaterally develcmed) for the
service.

'

Each agrees fin principle to charge
the same collection rate** for calls.to
the; Other country "28/-

"E.

The international eatemakin procesS is come&,by
the differences between the U, S. and
Olio
n
entities
concerning procedures and attitudes
fo
The diffdrences are
Ord telephone rates.
ummarized'as,follows:
,

77YEZMIEFate uja.767TRI

na'ti

purpoies. 7
**The rate the user ( consumer) pays.
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al bookkeeping

far as collection rates are concerns
T charges its sUbecribers the same ra
s the,agreed to accounting rate negotia
ith the overseas correspondent. Howeve
y of the overseas correspondents char
it subscribers more (although they
with AT&T on the negotiated
unting] rate). Many foreign
spondents view internationeil teleunications as a profitable money
Makiilg business which provides revenues
for subsidizing various domestic services.
The U.S. en'the other hpnd, favors
reasonable international rates, along
with a fair rate of return for the U.S.
carriers. Foreign collection rates are
to e large eetent the particular countries'
wn business, although the existence of
getiated rate provides indirect
ntive toward equal rates at
rind ."29/

The difference between collection and accounting
rates can best be described by means of an example.
The per minate station rate for a call from the United
States to- japan is $3 (collection rate), and the corresponding accounting rate is. also $3. This meana, that $1.50
is,credited to the United States,carrier (AT&T) and $],.50
is credited to Japan.
This same share of the accounting
rate (0,50) is credited to the United States when the
call originates in Japan even though the Japanese
collection rate is higher than that of the United States.
If the number of calls for any given month. were the same
in both directions (balanded traffic), the correspondents
payments would net oat, i.e., no ettlement payout.
Iff
on the other hand, there were more paid calls in one
direction than the other, a settlement payout would be
required.
The main point to understand is that AT&T and
their foreign correspondents share EaLl_allx in the
negotiated accounting rate, regardless of"the amount
.

collected at either erid.

In the past, U.S. induced oollection rote
reduptions have
in an equivalent reduCtion'ie
the accounting rate.
/N series of problems will -arise

.

require ,a ,U.S. cartier'to-redUce
should the,Commiss
it collection rates, when the U.S. carrier has not. been
Successful in negotiating a corresponding reduction in
the accounting re.t.e with the foreign entity.

For example, assume that the Commission would
order AT&T to reduce its rates to Japan by 20%. Using
the same figure as above, the $3 collection rate would
be reduced to $2.40. Ordinarily, AT&T and their
Japanese correspondent would negotiate a $2.40 accounting
rate which would mean that $1.20 would be credited
If the Japanese would not
to both AT&T and Japan.
agree to a reduction, in the accounting tate, $1.50
(share of original accounting rate) would 'still have to
be credited to the Japanese on everyU.S. outbound
.call, leaving only $.90 to be credited to AT&T for excess
On each outbound call fig excess of
outbound calls.
the number of inbound calls, AT&T would be forced to
reduce its revenues by 40%. Instead of splitting the
U.S. collection rate on a 50/50 basis with the Japanese,
it would now be split 62'.5/37.5 for the excess traffic
If. the excess trafficwere
in favor of the Japaneie.
small compared' to total traffic, there might not be a
However, if the balance
great impact on A' ' &T's revenues.
traffic rises or if the same procedures are followed
for other countries as well, the impact could be of
significance to .AT &"1` and to the United States.

The U.S. is confronted with a major problem.
On the one hand, if, the Commission were to force the
U. S. carriers to absorb the foreign share of the rate
reduction,,the carriers would be placed in an un
service arrangement and.the U.S. would lose its
0
ngle
"Th
influence over international rate setting.
extremes
hegotiated (accouning) rate tends to limit
and clearly denies the initiative to those correspondents
desiring high international rates."30/ On the other
hand, if the Commission were thwarted in reducing U.S.
`rates (or in maintaining Present rates) due to the arbitrary actions of foreign partners this would be detrimental to the U.S. national and consumer interests.. Clearly,
improvements are indicated in the bargaining process
b,tween the U.S. carriers and their foreign correspondents
rather than revising the present accounting/settlement
p ocess,31/
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Foreign Relations
International telecommunications is accomplished
by a cooperative undertaking among the U.S. carriers
and their foreign-counterparts.
In most countries,
international telecommunications are provided by a
government entity; in some instances, by a government

private ..industry arrangement; and in a very few 'Cases,

by a private company.

Cable °facilities serving the UnitedStat s
are jointly owned by the U.S. carriers and their
respective-foreign correspondents. Satellites are
collectively owned by all participating countries
thro4gh,the INTELSAT organization. The satellite earth
stations are owned by the entity(ies) of the individual
countries, and in the United States are owned by
COMSAT (50%) and the other carriers.
,Up until the planning stage for thefifth.transatlantic cable (TAT-5)
the FCC did not play an active
role iwthe international process of facilities
selection.
However, during the TAT-5 planning stage
the Commission requested detail'ed information from the
carriers (including COMSAT) and also informed them at
to make any agreements on facilities with their f
correspondents until' it ruled on theappropriateness
for them to file applications fez- the proposed cable
systen4 The Commission subsequently approVed th
cable
t required rate reductions in the proces
,

.

Later, in 1970, the Commission reiiised to approve
an SF-type 845 circuit cable foi' the sixth' transatlantic
cable, (TAT-6); this was favored by 5oth the U.S.
carriers and their European correspondents'. However,
the Commission concurrently stated that it would approve
a more cost effective SG-type 400-c1 circuit cable fay this
application.
In 1972, tie United ,Kingdom and Cana a Drowsed a new
1,840 transatlantic submarine cable (CANTAT72) between
their two countries. Neither 'the U.S. carriers nor the
FCC favored this facility and, .as a result, the FCC
:made it clear that the U.S. did not intend to extensively
utilize it.
The cable was constructed despite this
background and a number of problems resulted. Some of
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entities backing,thecable-sti 1 ekpected
carriers,
to use it for U.S. Oath traffic. The
facing AidelaY in the implementation of theneW- TAT-6
the

cable (as ,a result';Of earlier FCC rejection of
SF proposal), reversed their.earlier stand and - proposed
extensive utilizatiOn of. the CANTAT4 2 cable rather than,
COMSAT objected .to these
-use incire,$atellite.circuits.
proposals' -and the Fed,-despite relativelyextreme...

`pressUre, generallyheld:tothe original concept of
JletacCepting CANAT2Y-a0-1.14. major paths facility..
The. FCC has continued -to.liMit U.S. carrier. utilization
of itialthough:a-final dediSiOn-with regard to further
utiiiiatich of this cable,hasnot yet been reached;. /
It shOOldbe,:thlear that the FdCwas -Placed'in a no

situatirdenying the.cable would impair foreign
relations

w

while approving the -cable would iMpair

interests.W.
-

In 1974, before-approving the new transpacific.

cableATRANSPAQ-II):the.FCC-orderedAT&T to-undertake
fiegotitions:yith:theirforeign correspondents,-looking
towarda-reduCtioninratep.Ylhi4:aCtion.was-hOti,well.

'received-'by-the foreign entitieteter,:when Hawaiian
Telephone'_Company (ETC) and AT&T-,attempted:-to-ppgotiate.
such..rate reductionsu,4apan,,Accrea,.:-Ph*.lippines, Hong

Kong, and Taiwan

Thi8-matter-'still has'notbeen
all. balked.
L
reeolved0..buteervicelbas.begun- with F CC:approva...

/

Relations between the U.S. and EUropean (CEPT).
administrations became severely,strained in March a976,0
due to theCommissions.delay.. in approVing the- activation
'his fable was due to be placed
pfTAT-6-circuitsr.
1976
into. service in JulYlof that year.- On March.
the CEPT 04Ministrati68 imposed an .eMbargo.on 'further-,.
all cable and. .Sateillite facilities,
circuit.aCtivation
in tie 14orth-Atlantic-Babin:pendinig:FCC;abtion-On:the-.TAT -6 circuit activations. The-embargo Was...officially
lifted on May 3, 1976 in expectation of a7satisfaCtory
and:,tithlyFCC decision on TAT -6 circuit titivation.
In general, the foreign entities Object to the
United. -.tats regulatory procedureswhich:'give the
FCC:the power.to overturn facility and,service greerOnts
that-have been freely negotiated between the U.
carriers and the foreign entities."34/In addition; the
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Europeans and_several other foreign countries are
strongly ..opposed to... rate decreaSes as ther.0 e
revenues from overseas telecomMuniCations service to
subsidize domestic-telecommunicatiOns and /or postalsgrvices,"35/
Some of the FCC action
others may'not be. In a y even

continuespoor U.S.-qor ign re

be justified;
unwanted probleM
ns:in,telecommunica

AuthOrized Users.

The advent of commerCia cornzriunications satellite
service in 1965 prompted much mntcre st by prospective
users in how to obtain serviCe
eotly from COMSAT.
Thee was uncertainty as to COMSAT'S role as a carrier
due to the language in the ComMunioationS Satellite
Act. of 1962 which authorized COMSAT "to contract
with authorizedusers, including the United States
Governpleht, forthe services o the corm unications
sateliite_system.'.." without -specifiOally defining
authorized users.
In 'June 1965', the 'FCC,released its
'Authorized User IRquiry, and thirteen months later
released its
in this matter: The Commission
ultimate concluSionS were:
(a) COMSAT ay as a
provide service directly

O) COMSAT is to be p
Carrier and in ordinaircircum
facilities should be served ,by

ofJaw be authorized
darrier,entities;

y a carriers
users of satellit
restrial Carriers;

c) In unique a d exceptional 'circumstances
_COMSAT may be .authorized- to prOvide aerviceS directly

to_pon,oarrieiusersi-.COMSAT:maY-beT49thorieeto
provide-service directly to the Government, whenever
such service is required to meet unique governmental
needs or is otherwise-required in the national interest,
in circumstances where the Government's needs cannot
be'effectively,met under the ca'rier's varier
apProach.36/,

,-,

-Thus COMSAT was reledato to serve the
established' carriers rather th
compete with them .by
being alldwed to provide--'-serviooi en.,- private line,
directly to,the- consumer,

Alternate

Data

The TAT -4

With the Introduction of the first transatlantic
telephone cable PrAT-1) in 1956; AT&T was able to provide telephone service over the submarine cable at a much
higher:; quality and greater reliability than possible
by high frequency radio systems.
A second? transatlantic table (TAT-2) became
The international 'record carriers
operational in 1959,
leased channels from AT&T in each of the first twO
submarine cables for telegraph services, and all carriers
including AT&T were authorized that year to provide a
new service called. Alternate. Voice Data (AVD) to _the.
U.S., defense agencies. This service allowed voice;
alternate voice/data, or siMultaneous voice/data.

.service.

A third transatlantic cable was put into service
in 1963.. Later that same year, AT&T filed an application
With the FCC for another submarine cable across the
Atlantic (TAT-4). In addition, AT&T requested authorization to modify TAT-3 for,AVD service to commercial as
well .as military-CuStbmers, and to expand the AVD
,A.TT
riPas over TAT-41- and TAT-2 to all customers.
:record
n
t
fered todease'dhannels to the inte
carriers fat
f'AVDservices.
The AT&T applicati s were opposed by the record
on the,4ronnds that they should shake in the
carri'
ownership of the new cable and that AT&T should not be'
apthdrized to provide any record services,.
In its TAT-:4 'decision ill, 1964;_ 'the FCC aqthorized
the new cable and allowed thd record carriers to shbre
in its ownership6, but denied AT&T authority to provide_
additional AVD service, thus giving the international
record carriers virtual domain over this service. The
rCC stated:

"A realistic appraisal of the rdla ive
capabilities of AT&T and the record-'
carriers to secure and maintain:Su'
busihess leads us to conclude that
AT&T's entry into this ser=vice would
seriously jeopardize the ability Of
the recofd carriers to obtain a
meaningful share of the businesS...

n the public

terept that we assurp

e..-)/i4bility of the record carriers by

`p otecting.them from theA.osses they would
ineVitablysuffer-were AT&T permitted-to
provide this 'Imic record service"37/
The
restriction On AT T has been a subject,
disuses, n for example:

"A major concern evolving around the AVE):
issue .is the impact on. the industry's
M1C!s) ,ability :to continue :t provide
basic record services to the U.S.
consumers. This Wou.ld require looking

at the,servides' profitabilityt.market--size and other tren4s... _The second concern,
,

;$ the determinatzt in of the benefits
that the user would obtain froth AT&T
entry- into this m rket.
1

"It,is contended that gains from the
ter may not Offset the possible
ses of the former,-at least until
quantitative analysis proves otherwise.
Cities and- nternatiohal Telecommunications

gatwaToities.concept wag orihinally intended
pediency between "domestic' and international
aph operations.
Under Section' 222(a)(5) of the.
COMMA Cations ACt, gateways. are-continental Ur."$. cities
whre RVO may pick up-briginatin4'telegraph messagea
'destined ft& overseas, or. deliver overseas messages
Telestkned f Or the United StateAt, The.IRC's can operate
public
offices in these
tit6SC
evg
rR
ether .customers.
-iocated
coAtin 1ta
it clMates
landY are.
ded onlp.thro
e
a§ 'Wit
cite
dbmti.
s
WU orytelco n TworksL, hath_jC
whiclva;e responsible fciioverall international serviCe,
eohtrol only part of the U.,,S:4Jacilities involved.
currentlyN there are flve 44eway cities: New York;
WaShingtOn, D.C. San FranciSco; Miami, and New Orleans.
as
tel

drtyw

The XR Cr*.Challenged the 'gateway Cities
on, tWo'frOnta-in-FCC Docket No. 19660.39/ First,
under A set of tariff revisions, the IRC's sought
obviate the Concept by proposing to.absorb the charges
for calls via WATS, WU telex,-or WU ,TWX-to or from
hinterland customers as the final mete for receiving
or ,sending-intrhatiopal message telegrams. 'Second,the IRC's slought to increase the number 'of gateway,
cities to as Many as 21 in a attempt to reduce the
domestic, netwOrks usage, for-the mainland portion Of
international messages.

In its final order, the FCC' found the free
direct access terms of the IRC's tariff proposals'
effectivel'y vitending'serviee -Co the hinterland, and
since this waS ihdirect conflict with the-olgaa
statue (Section 222) , it denied .this .aspect. of the IRC

request.' Nonetheless for many observers,'the Rroblem
still'remains.and they, continue to maintain that the
public intereSt is not being served by denying users
a cheaper and ,taster accesR by transmission media
non - existent at the time .Section 222 was enacted.

The appropriate redrese'ib to Congress to request
revision,of the lam:40/

The second par of the IRC request dealing
an increased number of 'c tewa.y cities, resulted in
preSent total Of five, accessible to each IRC on an
equal basib., Previously, ITT, RCA and WUI were limite
to, gateway operations in New York, San Francisco,'
and Washingt0A, D.C.; TRT was imited
and New Orlasis gateways.
nai Formula fair tlnrouted Telex:

8.

Sept

19U'require
tribute-.unro

222(e)(1) of the Communications' At
the'domestio telegraph carrier-to diSd outbound international telegrams on

This .quote is known as,the-Intern .tion
Formula,who e entire' concept has. been reevaluated bY'

a guotabasi

the FCC in formal proceedings throughout 1975.
*Overseas t
,

either be roll
ornot.the eta

record carrie

scion of telegraph Messages may*
or unrouted depending on whether
omer specifies the international

When the 'iesterr Union Telegraph Company and
the,PoStal.Telegraph Congany merged in 1943, WUT was
to diVest itself of all overseas operations.
In order
that WUT could not favor its own operations between
1943 and the date of complete divestiture (which turned
out=, to be October '1, 1964). or favor any of the
international
carriers- thereafter, a,specified distribution quota
of unrouted message traffic was. set up to approximately
divide the traffic on aipasis similar to-the actual
distribution during the-year 1942. This distribution
.quota is still in effect'-for the' approximately 230,0b0
unrouted messages file4 each,o-month.41/

Jf a carrier receives routed-traffic in excess
of its historical share, the formula acts to take away
unrouted traffic in an effort to preserve quota balance.
ince'relative,marketShares-have changed since 1942,
(as have carriers and routes served), 'the carriers with
improved market sales are penalized by.being denied
unrouted____traffic..-_-__Conversel-y-,---the----ne-Ls-who-have lost
market share receive additionalVunrouted traffic
through the
orkings-of the formula designed to
preserve 1942 traffic patterns.

The decision on this matter
January 7,,1976.
The ITC order:42

_s released' on

(1),

Abolished the formula 1)rescribed
bY. the Commission in-I943,

(2)

Requested comments regarding the
customer routings of all messages, and

escribed the use of an interim formula.
The interim formula represents a departure, from the 1943
formula, since new quotas will be calculated each. year
on the.-basis of traffic routings from the previous year.
Nonetheless, the conceptcof any kin0 of formula is- not
e-:competitive solution.4/
nterru formula
e,' effective Noventer
Global
oftUnications, 'Inc.
a 'a
in the U.S.
Cpurt,of Appeals for
w York. City
;

ern Tonal Telex and
Interconne tion of
vi es
and T1X

International telex service is presently provided by five IRC's; however, each IRC does not provide
In the gateway cities,
service to all overseas points.
the IRC's offer service directly to subscribers by
means of a networR of tie lines abd teleprinters' provided and maintained by the IRC for a nominal charge
However, since, no interconnection exists
if any.
between the IRC's, a non-Western Union (WU) customer must
subscribe to services of more than gne IRC if communications
are needed to all overseas destinations.
Telex and TWX services between points within
the Continental United States are provided solely by
Thus WU subscribers havp access to all
Western Union.
overseas points-since they can interconnect through
WU with all of the IRC's. However, under present FCC
rules-WU -subscribers may not .user their_ terminals to

communicate with any 1RC subscriber, and vice versa,
nor may IRC subscribers use their terminals to communicate
between each other.

The Commission released a Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking44/ on December 9, 1976 in which it ordered,
that an investigation, rulemaking and hearing be
instituted in this matter.
Resale and Shared Use of

10.

-ices and Facilities

On June 26, 1974, the FCC adopted the Notice
of Inquiry and Proposed Rulemaking concerning resale
and shared use of corrinoziocafrier seEitices and facilities.

The Commission'invited Ammeats on a number of issues
which raised, in.various form, the basic question:

.

"...whether, and under what conditions,
subscribers of the various service
pfferipgs of communications common
carriers should be allowed to resell
such services to others or to participate with others in the sharing or
joint use of such services, and, if so,
whether, and to 'what extent the Commission-

should regulate any such resale or
shared use."45/
1

The Connission released
Report and Order
e
on resale and shared use on Jul
1976, in which
the following definitions of resale and sharing were
established:
"Resale is the subscription to oommuni cations serv±bes and facilities by one
entity and the reoffering Of communications services and facilities to
the public; (with or without 'adding
valuer) fOr profit, t,

"11.21ELTekg/a'nog Pkolit arrangement in
which so leal.' users CollNctively-use
communica4ensseces
arid- facilities
..,
provided))
carrier, with each us,erti,
payin
Q mrnuntions related co4,ts
h
assoc
1th according to its,
pro rata
e
t he communicatio
services
#

')',

-t'

The es se

4_4t-iPs__

n

findings pf the

Order with relevan
tians are as ,E0p16

CCReport and

-b:in-4;t1a0.onal t 1 oo ipnunica-

"We
that there are o eco it is
justifications -for the partial
of such restrictions, and we accordingly
find unlimitpd r'esale and sharing of
private line'services (including those
of the International Record Carriers)
to he just, and reasonable.
However,
the record does not support any change

retention'

1

in the restrictions ors NITS .-."

"We-find that an entity engaged in the
resale of conmunications service is
common carrier, and is fully subJect'''
to the provisions of Title tI of
the COMmunicati fins Act."

"Because shaxirig does mot constitute
the
of a service by one entity

to others for a profit, we find that
entities engaged in sharing arrangementseare not Subject to,regulation
under Title II of the Act."'
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"We. find. that Ltsh one exception, there
is no, reason to regulate a resale common
carrier any differently than any other
common carrier. The exception is that
we find the public interest will be
served by allowing open entry .into the
s, and thus
market for resale ser
we' do not require a special showing of
public need for the particular service

,b9lAg propose-id as a condition of

certification."47/

AS;a result of this decision t ere will "be
a departure from the tradition in the orrrununicati.ons
industry where carriers owning and operating transmission facilities' generally supply a complete
communications service directly to tom= ultimate user."48/
The impact of this decision could have a profound effect
on international, telecommunications. 49/
Despite various petitions for reconsideration,
the, Commission affirmed its policy requiring resale
and sharing of private line communications services
However, it stated
and facilities, in January 1977:
that this policy would not be extended to international
services at this time and 'that a separate proceeding
uld be instituted in this area.
rtt

11.

tatic n Ownershi
fi

Earth Station ownership was an issue even
before the.first:compercial communidations satellite
was' launched. in-1965; This was dud to the provisions
Of the ComMunications Act of 1962 which provided
multiple owners of U.S.' earth stations.
in the Act,
comw was specifically authorized to "own and
operate satellite terminal stations" when licensed
by the Commission. In addition', the CommiSion was

orl2ed

to

...grant- appropr _te authorizations for
the construction and operation f each
satellite terminal station, either to the
corporation or to on or more authorized
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carriers or to the corporation and one or
more such carriers jOiqly, as will,best
serve'the public inters t, convenience,
and necessity..."50/
The CommiSsidn's initial decision May 1965
,authorized COMSAT to construct and operate the first
three U.S. earth stations.
In 1966, the Commission
changed the ownership arrangement and authorized
COMSAT to own 50% of each earth station and the carriers
the -other:50%.- -COMSAT was granted the responsibility
r operating the earth stations for the earth station.
nsortium. This ownership and operating arrangement;
even
ough an.interim one, still applies 'today.

current situati

The opinion that "the
lacks
incentive for the record carriers and-AT&T to expand
thd use of earth statiOns"51/has been expressed by
some writers.
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rcRAPTER4V

ALTERNATIVE INDUSTRY ARRANGEMENTS SUMMARY
A.

Introduction

This charter summarizes the alternatives which were
developed in the major studies referenced in Chapter I,
Section E. While there may be additional alternative
industry arrangements-for each industry segment, only
those presented in the above studies are' summarized.
The alternative industry arrangements are divided
into four sections: single emtity, record industry,
AT&T, and COMSAT.
B.

Sin le i.

,

Internationaln'elecommunications En

The concept of a single entity, rather than multiple
independent carriers, to provide international telecommunicatAprgervice is not new
The majority of studies in
ths:afea,has assumed that the single entity would most
ikely be 'a carrier's carrier, like COMSAT, and would
provide all the transmission facilities (submarine cable,
satellite, high frequency radio, etc.) rather than the
services at the retail level (i.e., telephony, telegram,
telex, private lease, etc.)
There are a nnjor of issues
such as competition, innovation, and the complexity of
service and customer needs, which are generally accepted
by these studies as precluding such a consolidation at
the retail level.
1.

inP,le Government-Owned En_i

Alternative

Very little research has been reported on a
government entity alternative. The US.-has- normally
viewed telecommunications as a basic service most effectively'provided by the private sector. Indications are
that-the' relative cost of serviceto the consumeris.
much higher in other developed countriesil wi4re'qbvern-.
Ment entities proVide the'services.
Besides. being. 4. 00 the existing pattern of
free enterprise, the el,Ublishment of a single governmentowned entity wouldA.nvolve a number of major
practical Problems. Karydes obberves that when a govern, -,
ment entity is involVed, 'Ii'unding of telephone service
has had to compete witkother,and usually more compelling
demdnds upon government funds.'q/It-has also been not
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that " ,major problem at the outset af implementation- (of
the single entity) would be indemnification of COMSAT and,

other carriers."3/ As far as regulation is concerned,
Transco= states "Intensive regdlatary effort would still
be reguired,..'.,-The current Postal Service organization is
an exampl4 of this situation."4/ Gabel observes that a
-goVernmerit-owned single entity would provide'"even greater
opportunities for establishing additional vice-presidencies
in a regulated, government-sponsored Monopoly."5/ Another
"the lossin revenue 'to
factor to be considered is
the private se 14-(,, of the. eqonomywould not be insig-

nificant.W
,

As far as theoretical b efit versus costs are` at 'Success of such an
concerned,
concerned, it has been suggested
entity would depend on the government's ability to insulate
provide it with a
it from political influence and
certain. amount of organizationai_4dependence so that
it would have .,incentive to operatd'efficiently."7/
2.

Sin-1

Privatel -Owned Entit

Alternative

-

'A considerable-amount of ,research has been
devoted to the concept of a privat y-Owned single entitY
The 196§
supplying international transmission fa 4.
Presidental Task Force on Communica ions,Oolicy2% advocates

the establishment of such an entitw and WopoSeg that such
an entity would:
.

Promote facility optimizetic n and achiee
a.
Ava lable economies ,of scale
Further U.S. foreign policy objpctives
c:

Help resolve the anomal

of COMSAT's role

and function
d.

resolve the problems

f the lIRC industry

Improve the frospects of effective regulation

The report generally concludes that the then existing_
telecommunications environment with its attendant problems,
many which still exist eve todayh Fres ted. insurmountable
problems with respect to effective cons titson. Unstable c
liens would lead
competition between the transmissi
to regulatory safeguards, thus per
the technologies
to develop on some .basis of accom aodation rather than cost.
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Ingle entity r4u1d consolidate transmission: and
itching plant.orthe carriers, exploiting economi
sCa1e without any preference for either technology
ffecting this transmission highway or pipeline,scos,ts
would become easily ident, fiable and..rate tructuref would,
become simple.
In \summary, the Rostow Report advocates' a single
nsmission-only entity Which, would be,subject to
strengthened government regulation, and would ,not:engage
domestic services or manufacturing. Should-a,,!ingle
tity not be adopted, Rbstow advanced that'thecapabilties of regulation b& augmented along with the
development' 9f rate-making abiIities.9/
ii

dater studies generally conclude that no IDreasing
case_ -an.'.beMade for a single entity
Gabel notes that

e 1964 report offered little supporting material and also,
conclusions of faith are necessary in the

at'

ortls- domain,- they fare-pauriyHWhea Confronted-by the

ies of corporate bbjectives."10/;Black goes into
extensive analysis of the theoreticaossumptions,and
Ludes that, "Sa fax as ;technical and economic
'44-rations are involved, the argument for a single
combining Satellites and Oables4 es not seem to
strong as that or single managemt of cables
;
ngle management,of satellites. The arguMents are
weaker if a policy of single technology per route,
lethentecl."11/

If 'one were to revieW the various-0_ -sponsored
er of, 'key factorS are indicated:

die., a°11

a

,a' The achievement of grpater economies of
through creation cf a single entity is not necessarily
ea onable expectation, as noted above

'n

6.
Assuming that uch econo rtes of scale did
there is
guaranteethat the savings would be
through to the consumer.12/13/

y

C.

The presumption that foreign ',administrations.

id agree to competitively reducing rates'clearly
ears to be unfounded, l4 /15/161
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entity,
e.
the. substitu,

Serious deono

than s Wplify regulation, a sing
-much.pire difftcult to regulte

7/18/1/

limited the degree of present competition,
bf a pure transmission monopoly could, haver
and social drawba ks.20/21/

Aside from the. keY'factors which confront the
OsumOti040 of the 1968 Report, a number of more pragmatic
problems have been recognized. Transcomm notes that eadhof the-64iSting carriers serves a "different-submarket
with consequent differences in orientation, emphasis,
personnel and the likes Choosing any one of these entities
will require substantial changes;,.. "Z/ A relate& view
from another study concerns the influence which operating

carriers wouldreOin.in the industry once a single
entity waS.eStabliOed4- Gabel states "There wouldhbe no
:alternative.itrarismassion supplier, merely different
techndlogies at probably. uniform prices."23/

A heavy regulatory workload is generally recognized
Transcomm notes that
as tesultinj from this alternative.
'Although ome, regulatory problems will be mitigated...

others will not and new ones may be added., The regulatory.authority will have to ensure a balanced and efficient
'carrier policy to control rates; if not' deVelop new forms
of regulation as well."W Gabel observes that. there would
be "a substantially greater need to conddct cost studies
'separateW basis, by service classification" and
"far-More i,ntensive'sdrutiny of carrier 'investnient
ns would be required of the Commission than has
And ,it would not be aided by
exercised 'neretofore.
Yet another view is that "most
adve sary presentation,i2
e required tools (for regulating a singae entity)...
of
rem
to be develope0,1'26/
There are a so.a number of subtle problems which
could arise it the case of_a Single'entity transmission
The...consumer rates for services over light
supplier.
traffic routes are at the present' time cross-subsidized,
by the rates for services over the heavier routes. In
the case. of cqnSuer rates for international telephone
would app er that light traffic routes/ Are at
service,
the heavier, routes, as the basic
idiged
present
ate is essentially uniform over most U.S.
(weekday
-on)
While none of 'the studies endorses crossoverseas p
gnize it as a significant point f.
subsidy,
r
:anScomM suggests that the sing ,p entity
ponsidera
on the largest most efficient facilities
might coneet
that
suitable
path-s'Without
may Vie. required to ensure either satellite or
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'

cable seTvic
routesf.'
that, white
phic crossiriternatidha
should automa
versus lower:r
aticons."28/,

'he jligher cost routes

e thin

a somOnat simOar vein, Cole suggests
re is some evidence that a degree of geo aidizatiat may exist within 'a particUlar,
ervice, "it is not suggested that th is
tally be translated into higher rate 'here
tes there, as there are many other c nOderr-

Gabel indicates that from a standpoint of his
cal precedent, the concept of a single entity is not
'desirable.
de, observes that a report prepared several
years after the 1928 British merger of telegraph cable
andAhe newer (HF) radio services concluded that"tbe
radio'companies which joined the merger appear to have
suffered.disproportionately due to the fact that the cable
interests: have beep protected to the di-sdvantage of
radio. "29ilanother.. case. Gabel referenced was the 1941
consolidation ct Wettern.Union and Postal Telegraph, where
the merger not Only failed to solve the problems whiC'h
aced- the firms but also compounded them by capitalizing
the.value of the previous entities and by eliminating
service compet:ttion.30/ He notes that' "While the Com4ission
would exercise'Overview of the r400ese,investments established by the new carrier, non-plant elemepts (organ, zation,
franchises, ec,) have the facility of getting, into the
(new) rate base in any everlt."31/

The proLem of how to efficiently promote two
more competing transmission technologies and to ensure
that both are
ly'developed and.--'9pomically exploited
are serious obstacles when considd,
a single entity
alternative. Whether or not a sin
entity would accom,plish this .task is unclear although U.S, policy.with"
respect to technology is specific in this regard. The
Cob-mission Stated "The public interest requires that we,
promote the continued development of both cable and
satellite technOlogies and their Most effective end timely
applications_to-meet fl.Kther requirements for internatienal
communications Service .21/ and thisstatement has beeni-,
confirmed over. subsequent years.
Yet another consideration
-is. that both satellite and submarine cable have continued to
undergo rapidand,substantial technological improvement'over
the years, with aeither becoming the dominant high capacity
source.
In this regard, Transcomm observes that the Single
entity approach wrould not resolve the problems of proper-;
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ir
foo

..,

r

.

ional fill and composite rates. :Transcomm statps, "The
former area will St,,ill be a probieM related to new investment decisions, dePedially on existing routes that have
' excess satellite br cable capacity o ones ''for which.
'foreign entities 'have developed a strong political
posipion."22/ Gabel notes that "We can anticipate, that,
given the opportunity, a,transoceanic 'cilpsen"--insrumene
-.(single .transmission 'entity) would, ,prom
system optimizat
only in the sense, of... maintainingjilarket dominatiori".1S4

final observation on ;the potential technological
z
, impact of a Single entity'is "Any trend' toward'development
of satellites, to the exclusioh"oficableswoyld decrease
the reliability (i.e., redundancy and diVersits). of the
communications system since adequate baCk-up faciliti s
would.no*,be availabl4rin case of service 9utages."36 6

,'0

The impact, of a singlpentity upon research and
development raises.a numbei of questions; transcomm
implies that:the R&O functions; including submarine cable,
could be transferred to the single entity. Transcomm,
states, "Alternatively, id4uding the cable research,'
devqlopment and,Manufacturing'organizatiets of AT &T -and ITT
would balance the satellite researchsandlitav'elopment
capability acquired,fromCOMSATv"22/ Cole, however,
suggests,thatit would be difficult,if not 'impossible to do,
"one soluO.oh'ft4ghebd.for some-typeof contractual relationl_
sri*to be establiihed between the riew'company and Bell
Labs/Western Electric
This could, proy& trioublesgme to
effect as At would clearly require kegillatton. The other
approach (i.e., break otf those-assets'?of'bell Labs/
Western Electrieneeded for submarine!able technology)
'tides 'not appear-to be feasible ei#hek..!122,
should be
.noted that Bell Labs, which, providesR&D for both AT &T
and Western nectric, is funded'appro'ximately 50/50` by
WeStdrn'ElectricrandvAT&T, the latter through the License
Contracefee accessed' by AT&T.ileadq.parters (whiCh is a
e

perdenta4e of'the oPera.4ing 'revenues of the'oPerating
telephone companies).22/
g

Finally,, the potential reaction of'the. foreign
correspendents tco a single U;S:' entity'is viewed somewhat
.differently among.,Vhe studies.
Transco= Suggests that
"CouSolOation into a single entity,Wouldrgenerally, lessen

theability of foreign entities to.direotly'ilfliper
the
,growth of one7trnsmission mode over another.
Other hand,',Cold observes that while there would be a
.nUmber of potential beet efits,in this-aiea (i.e.
reducing
confusion and'prometing,a stronger rnegotiating Phsitioa),
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"there.Wou
vie a.nedd g
nstan -"and effective regUlatOry review, however;. to make sure, Oat there was-ilo
CollUsiop of undesirable..

-cokfir.*ith the fOreigri-

carrOsPQndent6.04

Alternatirdidrits-,
.

C.

r.

The international record carrier structure
is dominated. by three large carriers, RCAG, ITT,
and WtJI.
A fourth, TRT, has been expafiding in recent
years and the two remaining IRC's are the relatively
small carriers, 'French. Cable, and U.S.-Liberia Radio.
(a Eirestene hubsididrY).- The structure could be described

as the end result of a.long'histo y ofregulatory attempts
to-prombte competitiOnythroUgh mu tiple carrtersi,beginning
wit ,the Duplicate Circuit Policy of 1928."1 b itt,
relittively,formidable opposition from the forei ri adminis'tra'
dm- the-1930's and 104C1's', the regulator ubatany 'achieved the original goals.

Following th:einttocluction of international submarine'
telephone cab:.T:i.(196) ands, atellite service (1965),
the rapid expunsion'of. international telephony
resulted.
\in the decline of The international record
industry from
its farmer -dotinafiCe to. approximately 20% of the international ,ciruit regUirementl in recent years:.
Message telegraphy traffic growth.was'nofilinal prior

to 1956 and,sig0ficantly lower thereafter, whereas telephony traffic ::was groWing at .a substantial rate.43/(See,'
Table 571.) -Ine1964,- the FCC in effect allocated the
alternate/voice data (AVE0Amarket to the IRC's via. the
TAT-4 decision.` One industry authority suggests that the
reason for this decision was concern that telegraphy, the
major revenue source of, the IRC's, was slOwlydying and
that the survival. of the IRC's and the various services
they suppl could be in jeopardy.11/. The fact that the
record industry js reasonably healthy today however can'
probably be attributdd to the rapid growth Of.telex.
service replacingidedlining telegraph revenues a.s wellas to the allocation of the AVD market in 1964
I
The following suflmary examines various alternatives,
for industry.structure or regulation of the,international
record,c rier industry and also examines the subjectcofi
cOmPet
n and its 4kely impact.

,TABLE

V°1

,
.

Time Period
,.1946-1956

1956-1964

Average G;owth Rate
International
Telegraph Messages*
.

.

Rate

verage Orpi4
.Internati
T e'hon

A'

,

1 1

196 °197

-1.3

1971-1975

-4.3

X9.0

to

30.7

*Average,4rowth, rate of telex whi,h.began' In

.1965497:

:11971 497;

.31.3%
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attar Quo A

The Major study of alternative industr

tructure.
was :conducted by .Richard Gabel.
e first
alternativligr,A5nsidered was retention of the statr gilo in.
whiCh Ga6dItTiakes 'the following observations:
forit,the

"[J]udgingNhowever, from Vie, earnin's
tciry
of the record carrierq, sav
.have beent
internaLized to the carrier
'The per'S istence of excess ransrdission
capaeity
the industry is indicative of
spoor investment timin'4( overly optimistic
'demand forebAsts, a penchant for rate..,.base
development( ok pcssihli, all three."46/

Along these same lines,y thd 1966 Stanford Resew h
Institute 'ttiatly suggAststhat there is substantial dupll
cation of
investmellts (commuter switching an
nsmission faCilities) kith "the resultant effecU of.
;easing
,r

,costs.47&-,

Gabel concedes:that "while redundancy of plant
ac4-litits can contribute to higher Costs,-,theyOre not
necessaril Hcontr011ing. "48/ Given'.changes in the statue
quo4 "More effective manageme t' thikught OA by). grpater
taughtness. in admintstration y thecompefit6rs can be
more'persuas4ve in affecting overaillcost 9r.operation."49
,

Presently however, "It is-common.forarge ipternational-communic to n,customers o have two,-'three and .as:,
ny as ,
five teleprinter machin
sitting sidef*:rside,..competitid*
(under these circumsta
invariably,'generates duplicate
facilities, and-add:
al costs."50/ Gabel then goes on
to note that, "It is not clear wherSer the advantages,. of
duplicate suppliers outweigh these costs."51/

Past regulatory decisions have been suggest
"bode more strongly of cartel management, rather th n
public interest regulation. The Commission appears to
have been concerned that each member of the industry
obtain its 'fair share' of business."52/ As one industry
authority remarked, orientation of muFS existing regula
tory Policy is-toward "Toney honesty" (i.e., keeping the
hooka properly) rather
an efticiency,, much of this is
traceable to the thinking reflected at the time the kt
Communications Act*of 1934 was written.53/ The existing

legal requirements force the IRCI's to connect
their cirCuits between the U.S. gatewayii; and the
While
land via other: carriers-7West3rn Union prilnaily., lic:::::s
1Xopated the,AVD
the..IRC's are. literal
es-blocked from ut4i0.ng more
'barred) , they ard som
hniques and severely festra,tned
efkicient multiplexihg
frOi
re
en. a tiiodicum of computer PrOeesedrkets
ing i
volved
..,While-there:haVe b n some technical inr ovation
and some substantial rate reductions in the private
lease area, rate ,reductiong5pave AnerallY,been resiste
in the public message.areailn this area, the carri -er
prefer= to cOmpete on the basis of .service enhancementratter than,price. Gabel suggests that
surface
in' view Of the past level Of industr;°1-elalt
would apbear that considerably larger and-Alore
widespread rate reduct ns could.hve been brde:
after investigatiorr."F
I,

0
A

,--

toile ii has: been suggested that a high
egree
of coinpetitiveness ,would, resolve the rate redic
issue, recent events highlighted by resale aild: ha ing
.

.

of.serVicets an6.facilities would appear-td-be4eading
toward more compartmentalization ofthe indubstry. The
recent Report and Or
of the ,FCC bocket Vin. Real e and
SharingjAo. 2009Z and the Codputer inquink.:Dgcxet'
o. 16979 propose. opening the door to an .unlimited
number -of new,parrlers authorized ..to compqite against ;.
the IRC's iii their private lease markets,-to sell new
computerized services, 4uri.d Vin` some cases to Possibly
encroach upon various existihg.IRC markets. As noted
previously,Ahe-IRC's,coularbe effectivelY,barred from
the crew marMte (urilesS trier establislied arma..1_511gth
lfne bete
wen wha telifilktiltes
Subsidiariei)i 'althouah,the
p

a: basic common carrier service and thetsgme service plus
,

a Magid= of computer processing, A 40-ear.

The

.complexities of this situation have not. Okbeen resolved;
the Report and
nte national aspectY:.h4e Peen
(ante
stayed -and the Computer In uirY,continues
Cole notes
that opening IRC'privateleasp marketsvto extensive
comp titiOnTkay erode public essage services as wel1.51

ve'Re ulaticn Alternative

Gabel indicates that mor6,effective
ulation
could effect substantial improvement withou
quiring
TestructUring of the,,IRC ihdUstry.
He-examines rates,
Observing that essent4lly the same rate structure has
been: in effepp for 50 years and that FCC activity in.
this 'areas has been notably,absent.58/ This study.
'observes thateThe few major rate reductions which
have taken place since 1958 (telegraph rate case)Ahave,
been largely in the inter atiOnal priyate line area with
limited berleficiaries."a
Gabel:suggests that there is opportunity for,
restructuring of rates, "The fact that theindustry
'

top maintained the ''present message,rate structure,:yirtually

Intact,for over fifty years may be evidence of its
clairvoyance, or:it may be eVidenCe of ossification. 60'
Ae suggests that thp Commission ,inve';tiga.
the rate
pattern of both voice and record (telegr3
telex,
data channel) services. Thelogic-of
elationsOips,
such asaisparities in rates (where,the,
to one point
lisci,lower than the rate to g,gloer porYE) is one area
r,

suggested-ft;r exploration.a.±1 li011owing these. steps',
Gabel reVrtimenda applicaticn of iilifthe "Bellwether Doctrine"

The BellWether concept,,refers to the 1958 Commission
state pt, "ire intendo'authorize a level of 'rates,
herein 'generally desi4ned to meet the fair rate of ret1.4
requireNents'ot the mosOp_rofit
neral service
'carrier, which we have determi
CAC for the
purpose of this.proceeding.H62
,

,

As far as imp'act upon investment.is concerned,

Gabel observes;--

)

"The. iadustry has ,been characterized.byexcess
capacifyin:transmiss'on
bilities, significant
redundancy in' cu tome ,terinal equipmett
(printers) as we 1 as suspected over capacity
of switching and computer equipment. More
decisive regula ion could iMproVe these situa-

tions even uncle -conditions of'itadependeht
carrier operati n. A first steLP'would
require univera 1 int raaRfiection of an
redord carrier,
App?)ication of the "Bell ether
5

doctrine might compel the less efficiant
carriers to explore'lease arrangements
in'another's compAer and switching
systems."63
ReView of the Authorized Usgr,decision (limiting
COMSAT'to a carrier's cagier role) is suggested by'
Gabel as a means.for eliciting MOO' competition in the
" "While the market structure
AVD (private lease) market.
of the international communications industry 'is ostensibly
oligopolistic, effective competition idjminimall'W Gabel
points out that on one hand COMSAT is ateured a market
through satellite and cable "balanced use" policies, and
on he Other hand is prohibited from directly serv'ng
the market through the Authorized User Decision-65
Gabel suggests-that, "At minimum a rule-making,
procedure world 'have to be. undertaken by.FCC on 'the issue'

of mandatory intercotbection and recision Of the
Authorized User d'octrine."66J Gabel' further suggests
that should findings,affirm these' actions,, a two-year
interval for review and
a
monitoring of results would be
estOlished and that this would nob substantially increase
ti*-regulatory workload as- the' FCC would- be monitoring
the'IRC activities in any event.67
t

Gabel suggests,that a greater degree of
comPetitivenvs would.br4ng about 'a number of benefits
envisions the entry.def COMSAT and the-re-entry of
T into the AVD market asbringpAg a higher degree of
market.°,/,Fprther, "Uncle
incentive pricing to.
conditions of mandatory interponnection (and signal
y) customers would tendto revert to,singIe
achines- -12eppnding'upittn markeeprepsure and
state of
record carriers might-enter into
negotiations fqr utilizing eactdtheris. spare switchi4'
opacities. "_2 The study suggests that technological:'}
competition would be adcelerated by the entry of COMSAT
into,co4etition for the AVI;Pmarket and that this wouta.
spur innovation. On, the otlier hand,'it has been suggetted
that the AVD market israt,es2ecially large hor is it,
likely to grow exorbkt ntly-22/ Gabel also tggests that
as there are service tradeOffar SaFh as inno ative
pricing in the public message area (telex'vndtelegraph)
increasea competition in the private leaSe harkets might
esUlt../1.

,-Duopoly_Ser ice Alternative

Gabel examines the various possibilities for a
duopoAr and eonoludes that the most feasible duopoly
situation would be to establish two separated trahsmissi n
companies: COMSAT forsatellite, and a company representiOg
the divested overseas operations of AT&T Long .Lines.
pistribution facilities will continue to be maintained by
the IRC's and the Bell System' Such awarrangement would
require legislative change.
Gabel Q s erVed.that with the IRC's out of the
trdnsmission'facility bUsihepe, there might be h6ad.ran 7,
rate-1,competition betwe911 the two transmission Suppliqrs;=
The study clualifies*thip by also noting that "they could
sett144nto amicable market division arramaementstaccA-sionaliy stroked into legal frenzy as new construq on
authorizapions are submitted by the,competition.",i.

Gabel suggesps that "To the e
nt that pricing;
of,overseas plant reflected eal costs, more rational ,
economic decisions could evo e. Scim
ssibly srigni-Wian,t), ddst Savings dpuld d
lop amor
IRC's through
universal iqterdonnection."_
More s
ally, universal'intercanneFtion among the IRC's plE
iversal'Ooder
thamPatibility are viR0d,AsIlikelyt-;to.
Vide material
savings in customer tAirminii e
The-se benefits,
.- woald-alaapply tom. the 4 O th .
es which Gab ;cl,
discusse
,a

r,

o

The impadt of a.

uat ion n-he 'V
regulator
ass uMe that thertrans-

4o 414. berrelatively diverse
mission suppliers engage in hatr competitive pricing,
there woUld,bello assurance 'that the. bulk cip
ahy cOSt
reductioris would be-gassed on to th ,pdblic.".1.§./ (tile
Il

.

'---N

,

,indicates that creation of a divest 1.d dable,entity.Wouldj,
Ina t resolve many of 44q old problem0 and could treate A,
#ariety of new ones.41/ Gabel summarizes the situation
stating "The,carriers cannot be- seoredfor operating in -.
their own corporate interests. The miading ihk has been
effective fedekal regulation.,.. Theduopoly. arket arrangemnt cou* easils,-deolveinto
V
a replica of in
the current
situatiovh.unless accompanied by aggressive regulatory
action.".L2/ Gabel further points Out that' "1fthe
Commission continues to assume, the role of cartel
er.
relativeIY-little would-have been aoco p'Shed."11/

O

.

,

,

that carriers 0ould'resigt
this alt

the base-of-AT&T,
p'rtions would. be an

Additi
filed by

rust 'suit ..&lready

th regapd to
kfitiese Gabel
these resources

-buying out thd
states gIt is di
(rei4iburs9mebt

.withi

Ole/entity) could beemployed*

urviving segments- of the record 7
carriers-opprati
In the case of COMSAT, Gabel
observes tat
eme'rge.relatively unscathed at
the initial stages
duopol
"if the Commission
were to altpr the 'pr ortionate use' doctrine and the
landline (terrestrial)'carriers-chose to exercise a
'least cost' choice .in favor of cable technologywould be 'compelled to adopt more progressive prrbing
policies.T1?7
prOfitabily'

TO foreign correspondents, Gabel suggest A, could
be unhappy' dt 'this alternative or several reasons. The
new cable carrier would have to Ssume the liaison rela--.
tionships now separately maintained.by AT&T and thy IRC's.
On bhp Other _hand, "it is doubtfuI'lf the Latter (AT&T and
IRC's) can be readily ousted from their previous negotiatig role.".§2/ In this regard; -Cole suggests that the new
cad
,arrier, not having the power and prestige of an
oper ing carrier, couldAe subject to exploitation by
foreiignadministrations.22/ He also notes that, in light
of
should, the new, cable company be thenegotiator,
"the regulator can monitor the negotiating process but
not participate ih4t, (therefore) the probalRilitx qf
eliciting Satisfactory results would be minimal."211

this,

=

.

As far as innovation is oncerned, while Gab
suggests that duopoly could serve to enhance service
innovation, "this
uld IR% dependent upoll'regulatory
activity or inactivity."g The ipiy po ennancing
novation observed in this study is to make price the
determihant,of marketability of their (carriers) .vare

Alt6rnative International T le hone Indus r
Arrangem
The existing SIiuc, ture of ATAT and the bulk of U.S.
dbmdstic-and international telephone service which it
p4ovides are extremely comple4- nd'deeply integrated.
Whenever ait jiatives to this st c urn are considered,
the identific Lion and evaluation of res ti ng. side
-effeCtS beco e crucial.
The alternativ
r' Wed here
are related to international service a
its relatively
/Unique characteristics.,
,

.

82

AmObg theardapwhich must be considered are not
y the direct impacts upon cost, rates, regulator,
er carriers, foreign relations, and the international
gaining procesi., but also upon the more subtle but
less substantive indirect impacts ".

These - issues

include: benefits'abrived from thOeconomies of scale
urelated to the domestiC trunking,and switching facilit
whicp.serve international traffiC under the present
structure, maintenance ,of U.S. leadership in submarine
cable technology (ana related trade benefits) , and
traditional'cross-subsidies within the customer international rate structure [few remaining doffiestio.zone
charges aad generally similar basic (weekday person)
rates to mast overseas countries].
Retain Status Quo Aliernativ
on alternative international
or AT&T first examines retainstudy deqils the existing
probbm$, which if 41 wed to continue can be expected
to liars& in the future:1
"-.The-Cole

str ctural arrange
ing the status quo

is

ility to relate .tosts

to rates

Ed*ergent attitudeson the part of the.
U.S. and foreign *dTinistrations with
regard to rate reduction
Poor fore' n

lations as a

eul

egulatory -1 la. g

Ogir

rket alldcatiore

Obsa

gulatory tchnigues
roblems (including lack of
hodaiOgies for forecasting
and, coat Analysis-, and
-on of operating reguirements)

suggests

hat ids a result of these problems,

red ired,4.n estment in theJuture may be greater than

.

nee (throtIgh inefficient section of Eacilities).
gulatory workload w1011be-lncreaged becaUse-of the
Biting problems and the'Ilew ,ones`- which may arise.,, xhe
o
The,

-ptoblqm$,4ri foreign-relatiors,puWiletpriorate,,..7

pr weakening U.S.'int
face future p

nUt.
ple

dal'

with

ability.-

COMSA

phased Out as manager. 22/
2.

More EffectiVe Regulat on Alternative
Cole suM0Psts. that the-problems _could. be

resolved without changes in the industry structure
or economic disloCations if mOre eff.cient regulate
mere developed..
Toward this end t
a numberof regulatoly Steps, nee

rice:

ing ProCess

PCC in-hotise capability should be
dApanded
yze the traffic,. 'po.pt, and service reliability of
cable or satellite*214 application. In
this conte
finitive set bf policies and guidelines
should be
ed which would assist in evaluating
application
n a 120-day timd period. Also, a
tentative 10 year plan] should. be` prepared for U.a.tworld
bommunicati
and updated annually.
.

b.

Cable /Satellite Issues
.1"

Cole sees the elimination of all cable/
satellite 'forwilas as a means of effecting better regulation, requiring that the choice of facilitties be based
upon cost and operational nee s.

ESE491...ti2t1/112E
lib

Expandoand maintain contacts with foreign
admini trations, throwh planning seminars. The FCC
should also exercise influence in promoting'm9deraerypFiced communications, equ
tlement rates, and
bilateral rate-reductions.
',Cole suggests that as far as rates. are

Concerned, "closer review of the (international/
bargaining aitdationvIs-a-vis foreign -administ ations
woud appear to offer
re incentive toward reasonable
rates than making the adility license for submarine
cables a hostage."91/ limination of attempts to
allocate or guarantee iarketsegment (i.e., cable/
O l further lower the cost of
satellite formulas),cd
service through more efficient facility selectlod.92/
Black suggeststhat the "reasonable-parity concept
(cabie/sateIlite market allocationris in essence anticompetitive and,, conceivably,. detrimental to the public
interest in the long run." 93/ Grad, notes that the
problems which have arisenz.in this areas urgently reguir

t

/,---

resolution an
tions Satellite c
obligation to advahc

c f

obang

the-CoMpunA.C,-

0 relieve ..tote 'FCC of the

a

itecommUnications technogyiY

Cole observes hat the iMprovements defiriek
previously would reduce
(regulatory)
tLe4e,
areas.
"if 'a strift and far,Mom ,pi
( 'Censing,pro
dure were Used, it would pro/44/k
le'lb probs.
them in 120 days."Rli, The study ent
hat savings
Would flOw''from-a variety of sources in Uding a more
standardized and Specifiplmethodology as opposed to an
ad. hoc approach, a resoUlttkon:of the cable/satellite
share issue, a reductioltqrh the numbs r of challenges
(throughcoMprehensivel$TannOg process), and others.
!.±f

HU:mg-range plqnning hee4i.t6 take into accouft t. both cable
and satellite developments and needsiland,only the govern-:
ment can regnire the' collection and Operably of'all relevant
data--while Planning'by industry kk Likely to be based on
the cable or.' satellite Componentsrwithout regard to
communications needs as a-whole."967 COle cautions that
.-althou himproved,regUtatOry procedures may help in. some
ar
noti,reduce Aphe total regulatory workload
as
envisions :imp/re complex isaues=and new problems on
the h rizo
.

-

Foreign= e'1 e
ns would benefit as a ,result
of ,im Eroved regiaatory'procedures which reduce problem
areas suchwas regulatory lig
delay in proceseingh
.faoil ty applications) and Tight lead to more -effective

barge fling on rates as 'a .result of le S-a confuSion, clearer'
,poll
and reducedtension.98/

In the areas pf techholog l cal improvements an

inns vatid', the study suggests that improved regulation;'
cou d lead to:the "introduction of neck, ideas and, services
soo er than under the4xisting system.,-, An example liven,

s the ace of circuit expansion device6A,Which "under
the existing regulatorymarocess... canSe sevrely
limited rn awlication n7one competitor ob'jects.'../
There have Also been complaints by some,carriers thatlrei4ator.has unduely restrained multiplexing (number
data.channelS-derived from a voice oircuit) ',equipinent,_21

Yet aWther source of objection could come;from home'.
forei5
inistratiOns concerned with manufacturing4
more se
rine_cabled.
,

.

stabl ah Overseas

ccountin

enter Alternative

The study, examines eatabliahment of a.separate
.overseas AT&T accounting center as an alternative for'
improving international telephony operations.. This alternative would be complementary to the concept of imr ved

regulation and would directly aack the-fundamenta
problgm of how to isolate the purely international Costs
'from. domestic Costs within the.Bell System.
For-example,
the same .switching stations and long haul facilities are
used to connect interhational traffic aa domestie tiaffic
within the U.S..continent. Although this.piesents a
difficult meapurement problem? the deep integration of
International service within the Bell System appears to -',.
have achieved at least somc p'ghificant economies of
scale not found elsewhere.-11Lt upon - rates is eviddlit
No immediate im
duld provide the coetlreVenue
although this alternatiV
determine whether international
basis for the regulator
r
s are just and reaso ble. 4:3nce the accounting center,:
be affected due to the .increased
stablished, rates
t of cost tAUeoffs.., composite
knowledge and aseertni
and cableutilizationk and their
zates'Abased on sate l
e
cloApr scrutiny "4'4/
desirability may come'

Cole goe5
which the segulato
"(i)

the

service to AT T of

.point oft that other rates areas'
cl,noW_explOreWould'include:

ail Contribution Of overseas
Sri

determan tion of cross - subsidization,
A
PV"0600as-serviCe0

een domeatid

.

determination'bf whether cost of service
"(3)
trill, reflected in rates between different-areas of the
14=1-'

-4'

03/

htcr
The study suggests that the accounting
Bell
accoun
Ling
the
ould
have
kamifications
fdr
apprciac
liindicatea, with regacFl to the issue of incre,
system
mental vecsusrfully allocated Costing, that it is "essential
for, the regulator toeexamine costs in differeht ways. The
acdounting center approach wouldnecessitate both historical
costs attributable to theiprovision of overseas serVice,
on a fully distributed basis as a 'bench mark',-as' well as
fl -a modified increment I approach 'for forwardr-looking rite -

makiAg pu

ses."1"

If.siXi*tions exist where
t of service.
t'fully:rdflected in rates, such;situations "shoul
amirred, fakenjnto account during'rate negotia
Jagged fax their, 'future implications :"19V Tra ion/
a fined the subject of,intra-area and intra '-regio
ubsidies. and concluded that the .impact of
Institu
ofte'hy,route'telephone rates would b relativel'
nominal as "distance ;sensitive costs today,
constit
only AO% of
,MTS costs and that 'this percenta
is declining."1u0/

total

The impact of this alternative upon the
is.yieVed As,aignificant. Although 'the-"administr gulator
effort by the regulator Way be'slightlyincreased-. Live
Wllocative gain
ould outweig1 the losses..'..
That;,,
is,-.... the, re
d be in a,better positio to
assess ra
,i freeing resources expended
in the
4 fhe 'heeded data)'to.other
regulat
,

'pacts upon other carriers, forqign
lations, ,and technological innovation ar
viewed
similar eo thase under the improved regulation
alt
-4.

AT&T Sdhaidia

Nice kite
,

This alternative.envisionskthe-establiShm
Of a wholly -owned AT&T subsidia
i lar to We s
Electricv Ce notes, at
du
one-half
more
ofothe,facility'scost for inter
£otral
telephony
6,onSides
of .domestic facility utilization, and that the
establish-7ment of a-sepdrate.-subsidiaiY,
or
evena-separatediv'sted
,compahx,,Would'nbt by itseff conteentra*j_ntprnationa
facilities under .d Single roof (hence woad
not simplify'',
regulationc"iggxove efficiency, etc-). .:!t the major problem
assn iated wiltMsal:'bubdidiarY ,iA the detirMination
of -wher0
to ,s p8irateoperation from the domestic
ion of= ATO."1087.

O

=

tfiverseas

,opera-

4

study
audy advocates-thatin'order or .a.
supsidiaki-tb:effectively
constitute the operations
required for overseas service,
peparation point shduld
be at the InteraaAional
Ali,; Center AfOTC),'
In other cords, eliefOtq
calf,
the service
area serkiihtil theU.
rselaS
point
must
b&cqnaidred..-9

.rate

)

ca-etEtr::laitv

cost
_,,v.

o

nat
tly

ed

hP:japeounting

qUireS'

tar to alloCateth&-

doril6a:t

ernatiOnal)': faci-

In aadi tion, (;11c- 'rate impact

cita-the accounting cent.
-tioit:
ciwore Lireae are ether alternatives in
it.rw:: Lime c (5411-d conic into question.

ao.te'cl

Id be similar- to
flow-.
rate

alternative.
hich the basid

1110 j_inpactupon regulation would be e sentiali.y
order the accounting alternative although it
3
Lilo degree bf efficiency gained would sLill
thc,lt.

r)0 depetdc-nc.L4oa

successfully allocating the

cost 'of

Finally, the impacts upon ath'7_716-Jidy aei:-A facilities.
cmcrLer a, fOrcqga xelaLions, and technological innovation
us,s3erlti ally_ tJc SCIM 7 as under the accounting
c...01:acib
.h-,11;cr

41 tor=419ALL Ire .±(19/

2itetr:AL01/17Tf11-__EI#Lti4.

aL ter native

_rsea

would provide for a totally

0c2inpany disassociated from the Bell System.

f or establishing such a company would be
pc.-ire.1-Ato company to purchase the purely overseas
, or AT&T would be required. to spin
of AT'
The
totally
separated overseas company .
,rnff G to'ck fellr a
include
submarine
tciy wetcs that this company would
e4ta-e heads, earth" stations and international
prating centers, d'-athough the R&D, technology and
m-an kifa---Acur incg assets would be difficult to
separation point, as noted ,under the
negrengate
the subsidiary alternative, would have to
the greatest
32e at- tIle i011%:- Level in order to concentrate
inverrient related. to international
laow-ever , the study points out that the
neetiilt.e clarcipanly would not be part of the Bell System
not, therefore., share facilities.
ot."1(.1
Inc
tract- possibility would be for the separate

a contractual relationship with Bell
orf-tpa_sy ter nave
However',
r Cole
to pray id EI gateway. -'bin .erland service.
triat- the new ompany would have significant
,..1.nc...l'at es

is
j.nerkti.-vez -e triaxinii2e
unlikely.
-uch an arap'oakch.

0cdent

(j--..c.--,.--.,

rate base which would make
Furthermore, historical
record service gateway-hinterland

rrarigeznezt) does not appear to favor such an approach
slily Lik.-el

r2e5uL L :would be 'for the separate company to

r'cons-trtet j.-t

anc 9. h_iry

own buildings, purchase its owri, switches,

dt---- cian. s'taff to perform the internatibnal

.....uract-iots-nOw handled by the I9TC whereas a (Bell)

88

1_11/

The
subsidiary could physically nharc facilities. "112/
separate-company would thereby. own all required_internatimal operating assets clicepl the long distance trunks,
which would have to be leased from bong Lines.
An
Wcample of this type of facility ownership cars` be found in
Canada (Canaggig1jV n Bell (domestic) and Teloglobe (inter-

aational)).1Financial and interface E 1-rancjement
would have to be developed with the local orkrating
companies.

"Thiis type of industry arrangement
could lead to upward pressure on
costs for Lhc U.S. domestic leg
(restoring zone charges, etc.)
well as on costs for the international leg (through.weaker bargaini
position of a purely international
company). Existing evidence
tends to indicate that this type
industry arrangenient, possibly as
a result of inefficiency and dupii(Cation of facilities, often results
dn higher rates. "114

In the areas of investment and caoitalizatien,
the study suggests that both zategories would rise
significantly for the new company. The :Study note
that the company, would have to purchase or other _so
significant
obtain the Overseas assets of AT&T ,and "raise
amount of additional` investment funds for bui ings,
local%regional switches (outside local coma
switches)
and other cquipment..The new firm, ,at leas in the
beginning would probably have great in en ve to maximize
its rate base. "115/
As far as the impact upon rep ltipn is cone nea,
the regu ator would, presumably, ben
frOm having
in one \company
international telephony concentra"
_
11 which it would be easier to mo.
rate of return,
o effect reg4latory
ThiS, would' free resources
etc.
improvements in other areas (i
deeper eNaminatioh
of the international rate sys
etc.) . However, the study
also points out that the. reg
ator could find itself
faced with a\ host of diffic lt new problems; An example
would be whether-or not t = specialidzea carriers would
be allowed to compete fo supplying domestic trp-hking,
facilities and what impact this might have on network
le would be determining what
Ane-6-ler\exa
control-.
constitutes a reasona le c arge for Long Lines trunks
and what economies o sca e,. if any, 'should be reflected

9

A

observes ttiat in t-he case
in them. 136/ The study c
the now company
the international barciainng process,re9ulatori who is not
position
and
the
could be is a'weak
Would be'powerless to help
a participant in the process, protecting the U.S. national
although still responsibl)c for
yet another question
and publidTaerests.117Y-Gabel-raiscs would
distOrb,oxisting
with regard to ttliS alternative04hich He states ert is
international working relationships.carriers) c
be readily
doubtful that the latter (existing
ousted from their previous bargainin
s also wid rlined
rri
The impact upon other
company would normally
by the study as it observes
ai,mi zing its rate bas
be expected to be interested i a rt iveto use satellite
and would have very little into=
"Just as the rcgulatpr wouldl have
transmission'faeilities.
incentiva,_
finally succeeded in giving more compctitiVO
and
pw3sible
abolito the market (COMSAT rate reduction would possibly be
tion of.cable/satellite,ratip), (it)
establishing a new (company) with the (least) incentive
IRC's, t491 study observes,
to use satellite "119/ The administri4Ve
burden of
additional
would have the
companies
instead of
settling with two U.S. telephone
one.

new eompa
which
in turn
could have problems maintaining service
The
study,
notes
that the
would lead to adverse re ctiods.
tO,exPloitatioh by foreign
new company might be more subject
carriers duc.-to its technical,
administrations.than-operating
economic, and operational charactoristieS.120/
In tile area of, foreign relations,

Grad notes that matters of tangible economic
prestige and position
benefits rather thanomerely U.S-relations with foreign
are frequ9Lpty at stake in our
observes that the
carriers."/ In this regard, Cole
and
off front Bell i abs

newcompanywouldprobablybeeut
result, the U,S. coul 3 end up
Western luctric and as a

The
losing leadership of submarine, cable technology.
of
contractual
study examines the possibility of some type
Labs (R&D)
relationship *between the new company and 3e11
cable
re
eater
manufacand Western Electric (submarine
difficult
to
turing) 1314 &hdicates that this would be
ramificatio
cxaminati_qq,of
the
le.91
establish'.1/ An
Contract Fee3_4
of.the 1956 Consent Decree./and License
of such an
to
the
feasibility
raises, serious questions as
submarine
general
subject
of
approach. As far as the
Mack
cable technology and manufacturing is concerned
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atom s!
at these activities fulfill the conditions Of
In other words, those activities
natural mono 01X.12
cannot be efficiently split up and parcelled out among

several fiPrisf

Finally, "there is a _distinct, ossibllity that
uld decl no
the .quality and availabilit of service
(under thin al ter native), "1

7

Absorb COMSAT

This alternative would rescind the original
Congre sional decision to establish a separate'company
for providing international satellite service. It would
require regialatien (i.e., revision of Satellite Act
of .1962) and would involve AT&T buying out the inter
national operations of COMSAT. COMM would then -be
relegated to the provision of other international
services such as Marisat j Aerosat, as well as domestic,
ConVerselyf
satellite services,. through COMSAT General.
AT&T would become a super carrier, controlling both
transmission media (transmission monopoly). as well as
maintaining its service monopoly in international
telephony..

Cole suggests that the impact upon rates
could be substantial since the monopoly carrier could
supply more reasonable rates through more efficient
investment/operating decisions, lower satellite rates,
and stronger U.S. representation in international
However, there is an equal possibility that
negotiations.
it if chose,
the monopoly carrier could do the oppoit
which would result in excessive rates.

As noted previously, the potential for reduction
through better planning and reduction of
in cost
satellite rates) appears to exist.- The study qualifies
this by noting that the accomplishment of such benefits
(including flow through savings,to the consumer) would'
In
recuire cooperation of the foreign administrations.
this regard, a contract reportI26/ on foreign entities'
policies and attitudes indicates that many foreign
administrations view international rates from a standpoint
of 4ping able to use them to cross-subsidize domestic
Gabel states, in this regard, that overseas
services.
countries with an interest in, submarine cable manufacturing Woul.d probably resist an expanded role for
satellite. 29/ The existence of these attitudes and
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of many
desires, r f ioctincj the national Interes
foreign administrati%na, is- recognized as one of the

pressures which would confront a 'omplishnent of the
potential coSt Denefits no matter which alternative
is considered.
international regulation, Cole
In the area
tee "The existing regulatory system is becoming
bo ged down under the present industry structur e. To add
even lager, more complex carrier would create even
problems."L30/ Ile further observes that in order
the regulator to successfully monitor the operations
such a caxrier it would need tools which remain to
"developed.

conjunction with
The lack of such tools
mpotitive pies re between AT&T
irnination of the
COMSAT a ref loot c in f9rciny a broader reView
"1-31/is viewed as making this
each other's propo
unfeasible alternative nder the existing regulltory
somewhat different vein, the study
In
sten.
suggests hat the'regulator ay face problems with
s "to date, the regulator
It n
INTELSAT in the future.
INTELShT at least to
has root had major conflicts w
future when U.S.
the extent that may develop in
The implications
influence is considerably dimini 4 fed .
e
and
a variety of
of
sery
are great as far as cost
ed."132/
U.S. national interests are conee
s

fit other U.S.
This alternative would h
As a result%of.AT&T ocne ship of satellites,
carriers.
-"IRC's could'in the futmre have OWne ship or IRU(s)'
riereas they now
in' both' cable "and satellite circOits
circUlt'costs."3/
Under
can only. expense shtellitb
like_AT&1',
have
little
the existiO 'situation. the IRC's
cireuitsA
they
can
economic incelitive to use satellitb
circuits
can
be
only expense these costs,fwhereas cablO
earn
included in their rate base and accordingly can
a rate of ,retlIrn.

This altertiative would offer. the

possibility of eliminating,Cableisatellite bias although
effective regulation wpuld be regUired-to make.sure that
e technology was not advanced at the ecpense of the
Trancofilm, in a somewhat Similar vein.noted
her.
that in order for capitalization of satellite lease- 'to
overemile cable/satellite -bias, Ofeetivetate. base regui
tion would be required and that lacking Ochregulaticini
"no effect Whatsoever" could be expeete4/
'4
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',The reaction 'in the area of forei4 relations
would probably be highly favorable.
tole notes that there
would be less confusion and that AT&T has a better
lie
working relationship With foreign administrations.
Cautions, that "There Would be a need for constant and
effective regulatory review; however, to make sure
that there was no. collision or undesi,rable tra eoffs
with the foreign correspondents."135/

In the area of technological development,
greater exploitation of technology would be possible
under this alternative. Cole states that, "a single
company, with no parochial interests ,vis-a-vis cable,
or satellite should be able to plan more efficiently, to
time the introduction of new facilities more effectiVely,
and to deploy such techniques as SPADE and TASI-C wherever
-the need exists.
On the other hand, he notes that a
monopoly situation of this type could make possible
less than efficient investment choices and hold back
circuit expansion technology in the event that regulation
proved' to be inadequate.136/
uctural Arran emants For COMSAT
from the time of its \inception, COMSAT has been a
controversial entity. When enacting, the Communications
Satellite Act of 1962, the Congress opted for a hybrid
independent private enterprise.satellite company characterized by considerable 11;S. Governmelit oversight, with
the hopes of rapidly promotipgthe benefits of satellite
technology for the, world.
This decision constituted a
middle course" between giving the satellite technology
o the carri rs or to a public entity, advocated by
ome sources in view of Gover ent's investment in
space technol gy. 137/

While COMSAT, through its
ership in INTELSAT,
has succeeded in achieving many of the original goals of
the 1962 Satellite Act (i.e., established a global satellite system) the eXisting market-strructure and other
restrictions placed upon it by the FCC have limited its
ability to compete. The Satellite Act of 1962 allows
COMSAT "to contract with authorized user's, including the
United States Government, for the services 61 the communications satellite system."1381 According to Section 103(7),
an authorized carrier means'a communications,common
carrier which has'been authorized by the FCC under the
Act of 1934- to provide services by means of communications satellites. 139/
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In the, 1966 A. thorized User cane, the FCC do'ItLke

of a carrier's carrier. Tho vex
authorized in Section 1305
"COMSAT
i
noted that a tlioug
1,
cation...to
other
to furnish c anne s of commu

C MSAT's ro

contract wiET-authOried
(and)
authorized
Government..., the
e
United
States
users inclu
provisions m st therefore be read in terms of the objpc-'
tiven afld pu po a of the Act."140/ It further co4ereded
that "unrest i ted direct deall-Ve with the Govereeene;..
weaken competitave forces."141/ Alen, it
would eekio
regoing considerations are thus consistent
-eeated "the
with the gen aI concept pervading the Satellite Act of
nopoly... and as primarily a carrier's
COMSAT as a
The Commission stated that "the danger of
carrier. "14
terrestrial
carriers of existin or additional
loss by th
business
to satellite fecili ies is not
leasedcir
ical...
the
terrestrial Carr 'ors could rbamerely 'th
ected
to
lose
a substantial ./hare of their
sonably b
revenues
to
COMSAT...
it Co Id very well be
leased circu
carriers
to
incr se rates cha,rged
necessary topermit these
to Other ueee\s in order to enable them to arn,a fair rate
of return.").740( Finally, the Commission s ated "Satellite
circuits now becoming available should en ble the correers
.

_

4

to secure, faci=lities at lower coats in re ation te,

terrestrial facilities and thereby permi them to reduce
e therefore expect
rates to reflect-such cost reductions.
rent rate schedules
the common carriers... to review their
le
economies...."144/
and file revisions which full reflect t
In short, this ruling de -fined COM-AT as'a.earrieros.
carrier, denied COMSAT the right to sell- directly to the
Government (except in unique and excep onal circumstances),
and laid the',grpundwork for composite cites. (reflecting
the combined.dost.of cable and satell _0). In the 1967'
'thirty Circuits case, the Commission enied COMSAT, the right
to sell to theDepartmentA?Oefense nd ordered the carriers
to file composite rates`.
1'

In the in ernatioeal market, 'C MSAT has what. ssehtially
constitutes gua: anteed share of the arket (via FCC proportionatefal re uirements) with lit le incentive to'sOmpetiLively reduce r tes. Accompanying this guaranteed market
share is the-int rnational carriers lack of incentive to use
investment)
,satellite circu s (lease arrangements rather than
necessary
and the _feeling hat they must pay higher than
rates (viS-a-vis cable) for CoMsAT's satelliterclAts.
To.rnove Aw yl from "guaranteed satellite" us,a 1e, OTP:

and others have suggested that the carriers be allowed to
capitalize lease costs: 146/147/ Te lessen the problems/
ery rates, the FCC has ordered
of higher than n
7-.3% rate reduction for its circuits.
COMSAT to effect
/

S
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Thi study does not discusg the role of COMSAT'
subsidial COMSAT ,GENERAL.. COMSAT GENERAL was organized
in 1973 to carry out certain corporate programs not a part
of INTELSAT, Such as COMSTAR (domestic satellites). and
MARISA' (proVisibn of maritime service.)

.The Transconun study presents several.potentialv
structural alternatives for COMSAT'and concludes:

,

"Pixot,...there appears to be no one
alternative transmission structure
for COMSAT that clearly provides
extensive er unequivocal benefits
to -11-categories of the public
i
erest.
Nor is there any one
ternative that will not lead to
substantial industry restructuring,
either initially or bventually...
should changes be desired for the
transmission or earth station alternatives, these may 'readily' be
effected through administrative action
of the FCC.
It is the decisions,
orders and interpretations of this
agency...that redoinirlate in structuring
the industry."1p48/
.

1.

Allow COMSAT to Lease Private Line Service

This alternative would, in effect, abolish the
Autho±iz'ed User decision and allow COMSAT to sell private
lease circuits directly to the user.
Transco= suggests
that "the overall effect should be beneficial to the
consumer (private lease user)."1-4=1/ This study assumes
that a high Aegree of coMpetition would result and that "it
is not posspld to predict the level-at which rates will
stabilize,"
Also, Gabel suggegts that this would lead
to "incentive pricing...promote the market, and application
of Market prices would, in turn, improve investment
decisions and resource allocation."151/
While allowing COMSAT into this market
uld
undoubtedly result in ;lower rates for the private lease
users, the Cole study/notes that "responsible reg lation
Cannot be identified/as providing the lowest cost service
to a small sector offthe market regardless of the consequences upon the reMaining rate payers."7.54( The study
goes on to note that intense competition in the IRC'priva.te
lease market could/have a significant impact upon public
Message service (telex) rates l$.3/
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10,

With regard to the regulatory workr6ad, Transcomm
to
oboerves that -"regulatory effort will -he reqUired
selective
taking
the-Tom
of
previght competition from
by COMSAT)."15f%
p-icing and cross-subsidization .(presumably
determining
whether
no clear-cut methodology bxists for
monopOly
price
offerM
by
a
hot a competitive
satellite_servico'firm) reflects, cross-subsidy, the
probtem to
regulator would gain a new and complex
Petition
To
Stay (Docket
struggle with. WUI, -in its
pricing
its
fear,
of
predatory
No. 20097), referenced
market.
155/
should COMSAT 1e allowed in the AVD
.

As far as.the significance of this alternative
lease
concerned, Transcomm estimates that private
(1972)...of
IRC's
operating
provides only about 24%
lease revenues from the
revenues.15y The 1975 private
$69.2Wor 25.2%
IRC.'s as shown earlier in table II-2 were
c& total revenues .
2.

Joint t wnershi

o

llites (COMSAT, AT&T

and

the
This alternative .would consist of allowing
buy
49%
of
(U.S.)
IRC's) to
authorized carriers (AT&T and remaining
in COMSAT in order
with
51%
satellite ownership,
U.S.
entity to
for it to remain as the representative
INTELSAT.157/ Transcomrn states:

"The rationale underlying other carrier
investment in satellites is two-fold.
The first concerns addressing the current
major problem of Satellite lease expenses
being reimbursed at cost_ through revenuerequirements as opposed to allowing the
carriers an investment interest -upon
which they may earn a rate of return.
The second aspect concerns an attempt
to provide- more:efficient investment
-decisions related to.satellite-7cable
Should such efficiencies
alternatives.
itCouldJlaVe
the simultaneous
be achieved
loweringAobihoest
of service
effects of
some.'regfions
as
well as
and rates in
decreasing the FCC' administrative
decisions required for cable and
satellite -authorizations."58/

In the area
to the Transcomm s u
that 19% ownership o tlr 801tellite'system by
authorized carriers would) briny about savingo

suggests

lite lease costs (i.e., aco6tuming that circuit,-

0fIecting

the percentage ownership now belong to the auth
carriers)
However, it notes that
.

"First of all i the tact Lhab..not al
the carrier I
.x en se reduction can,
be directly tra
t d irrto rate reP tions by the ea
Assuming cost o
service pricing b,
k Q carriers; the
lease expense savit
uld be affset
at least by the rate
return applied
to the $50.7M :now in
oir rate base,
At 9% rate of ila
is would add
$4.56M to the caa"a i
revenue reqUirements.
There may ,a
be other expen4e'
for the oarrier$
d to maintenance,
administration .and
like associated
with the ' owned"aelli teeireuits
t

For example i if Wu carriers assume

their 49% share of COMSATIs'19.74
Operations, Maintonanoo, Depreciation,
Amortization and Iacome Taxes, they
would incur additional annual expenseS
of $7.6M. Taese expenees plus the
return toLal.about. .:50g4. When compared
te'their'annual,Icase cost savings of
$.60.3M, the potential savings to the
ratepayers is roduce to only about
$10M per year
Another consideration i.s 'the impact upon
SAT.
observes that with half c>w' .its rate base refund,
COMSAT'sf?operating revenue.1$ now from leasing a
to the carriers
Thus, providing :them (carriere3
49% ownership requires therni to lease the overage
COMSAT.. Without such a relaztionship continuing,,
would 136 nb operating
revenue to COMSAT at all.1
.

1

9?

1 I,

Transcomm
all
nreuits

only
from
there
0/

of this altarna. ive upon regulation
"This
would appear tO 1)0 negative. Trapscomm states, requiring
situation wOnid 00t be practical Since, without
some balance between cable and
the carried .trMaintain
O
would remain
satellite circUlt04( the carrier Incentives
factors would seem to
As they are Currently...these in,addition
to nOi resolving
outweigh any NOWiLs."161,/
regulator,.thisalternathe existing problems for the
TranscoMm
tive'could oreate,new ones. For Oxample, with free
circuit
lea:
os
would,
suggests, "Satelltte
routes where
choice, be telOtrstod to serving the thin
The
financially desirable."182/
cable investment was notrecogni7,:ea,
suggested
have already
Europeans, it shottld
Another
Spoleto*Report.183,P
this approach :0)1 their 1974
the
example is that this ,alternative: could exacate
experienced
prdhlems whIch rho regulator hae Already
of facilities.
planning
and
iiCWIsing
in the arose of
be a "potential conflict
Transco= nOtcs that there would carriers when particiin investment deti0.ons for the The cable manufacturing
pating ri satentte ownership. effectiVely bias or
interests o:e ATO and ITT could
concerning
hinder any Joint COMSAT-carrier decision-making
cables
over
specific
an optimal MIX c choice of satellitethat
"with
Transco mm observes
routes or regions,"164/
a consolidated
acting
as
U.S.
agent to INTELSAT,
COMSAT still
issues.
" "l65/
U.S. position might- be difficult in major competitive basis
provides no
In additions "it:Ws alternative
potential
for rate reductions that
for rate rea'uctIen
effected
only through continued
may exist will OtdOubteclly be
regulatory actioA,"166/
Thy imps a'

.

eign'administrations
be negative. -Transto this alternative is expected.
already -concerned about
comm states "f&ieign entities,.
communications
organizations
dealing with 'nuoterous U.S
ownership'arrSngement
as merely
may view such a Joint
entities
are also
If foteign
aggravating- the situation. cable:inVestment
in fact
and
doconcerned with protecting
profitable than satellites,
estmsnt
more
restriction on
find such
any_poteatial same time, ,any
at.ct
view
they will
svorably- Yet at the developMentwhile
cable exp
:estrict U.S; cable
readily
action tn
-sion could be: pursued more
foreign
foreign c
well received, by specific
o
be
could be
countries,
..The; 1,1)vely reaction 'of
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Th0 impact of this alternative upon techno109 Ca
Tran0CoMM
development is generally noted to ke adverse.
"could be ex
suggeets that U.S. cable'development
pceted'to decline over time... there would be continUed
uncertainty over the potential! for dxpanded:U.s.
and the continued need for FCC de, isione in this
areo."J62% It also -suggests that "the joint ownership
rrangbments with the carriers' cable manUfacturing
terests could effectively preclude effective COMSY
programs. The net effect of this alternative could Well
be a decline in both satellite and cable 1&D to the
detriment of U.S. preeminence an& revenue.' 17Q/
3.

COMSAT Aborbe AT &T International_ Facilities

Tnis alternative would establish cMUAT,as a
"super carrier's carrier." As envisioned by TransearOM.
"This approach involves the absorption of',
AT&T international long line facilities
by tOMSAT with IRC's retaining their
investment in cables-- Thus COMSAT
would manage not only the satellite
system, but the cable system -as well,
by virtue of its .having assumed all of
AT&T functions in .international communications. The Authorized User Decision
would remain in force protecting the
IRC's from direct competition with
COMSAT.
COMSAT, then, would remain a
carrier's carrier, with the- IRC's
and AT&T leasing circuits from it.
The purpose of part4ial consolidation
of transmission modes, is to devise
a system in which relatively more
efficient investment decisions can
be made between modes .but which
is, still characterized by competitibn among record carriers." 171/
,

states

Transcom views the likely cost/rate impact
alternative as relatively uncertain. The study
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1/1

"An ini-tial evaluation would be t.liat
COMSAT's function as manager of 1::70t-li

satellite and cable' service will place
COMSAT in a position to make effi-cLen
investment decisions concerning the
introduction of new cables and
satellites._ However, its preens-posit4.on toward its satellite owner ship
versus cable facilities acquired
'from,. AT &T could lead to the devel-op-

ment of an unbalanced system.
"Thus, dOMSAT's influence in imitia2
investmerit'decisions could severely
restrict the growth of the cable
industry._ Any trend toward-develop- .

ment ottellites to the exolUsi-on.
of cables would decrease the reli-abklity (i.e. , redundancy and di6vrsi)
of the communications system §imr-e

adequate backup facilites would not
be available in case of service
outages."172/
_

A more theoretical analysis of tf e impact of
such an alternative was the Black study which rioted
"So far as technical and economic consicietiorls are
cinvolved, the argument for a single entity corainining
satellites and cables does not seem to be so st=rong as
i t single management of cables and single misnagement
of satellites." 173/
,

,

tha-t

In the area 0.f-regulatory impact rra-scOrem
suggests "Regulators would need to exert Offut to
insure that the most efficient mode of trOns.mislan is
Authorized in 'a particular reTion, Effort would be
directed toward maintaining a balanced 'sWeill vhich would
provide reliable service to consumers-"JW Wwever,,
the establishment of a cable/satellite tra-;nsziOsion.
monopolist would appear to present distinCt hazards for
Cabal suggests
both 'the carriers and the regulator.
carriers,
"there
that in the case of the authorized
transmissiOn
supplier,
would be no alternative to the
merely different technologies at probably waiforin
prices." 175/

1 Ou

Ft 114 __.1y, th e 7:eag-..tion or tne ov-er seas ert-ti, -ties to
is ait --rpat _.iv is generally v ieeweci s --adlierse, Ta-arlson-iin
cgges-ts, "To2'ef..gv Of_foliernmen-ts \whose investments in cbles
are t.if_ostarl-tial-- wo-,u1 d appose arty trend tm th 5s cry Un try

otapIa iZimg sate11,ites .

1of.0,7arcl

rThely

coialci react b

I

r_7aLsi i_l

their prices -to fo,redgin consome rs t( r-eccup 105se s -zeOul ti ng
groin tree- po-terti-al restriction in grm,,s7th o I -the- poileizicari-

QaIole inclus --tr-y or by attempting to Icpkl the oev-e1,-opnierat of
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an-tire Amer __ an sy stems. "176/
4.

rrh -a i_ss no oe -e-r th s to tin owite 'ship i s ".(zie-we.3 Thy
"se pa za -re but re la -tecl to inc9uotr y _.) 1 tern .iat-iv es " 177/ r h this req
J - t h r e e options wee cone id ered
j oi_nt o-amirl,er-ghi_p, tale curr en
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PTER VI
REGULATORY AND G OV ERNMENTAL ALTERNATIVE5
A

Introduction

this report is placed oh
While the major emphasis
alternative structural arrangements for the inO;Vtry,
there are certain regulatory and governmental Changes
which could have significant impact on international
This chapter specifically summarizes
telecommunications.
the work of Transcomm, Ino on alternative regulatory
Grad and
procedures and the study conducted by Frank
Daniel C. Goldfarb on the governmental relationships
involved in the-oversight of the industry. Much of the
discussion centers on the nee, to resolve the current
problem areas presented In Chapter IV, and offers additional regulatory reform alternatives to those presented
in Chapter V.
B.

Alternative Re ulatar

procedures

the
Transcomm, Inc. ana,ly e
eight alternatives
current regulatory procedures employed by the F C.
In
structuring the alternatives as responses to the perceived
problem areas within the industry, the list includes:
"(1)

Increased regulatory planning and guidelines

(2)

Eliminatlo
requireme

rent circuit activation

(3)

DIsaggregation o

rate and cost relationships

(b)
(4)

_tion of composite rat
uevelopo ;nt of route-by- oute rates

carriers' Base payments

CapiLdli. It
to COMSAT

(3)

r.,,;iiAbivi4

1A

ttom thQ
(b)

Authotiz .,. kJ_aMSAT

AVD market,

*tLILj.tit cable 1nvestmerit
t

ratc base
flt.ry into the private line

7-

-y int
ly),

preS

1.

ea

-

line AVD markets (see Transcomm COMSAT
ted separately below.
o
e *ulator

d

1nni=

and Guidelines

s alternative Transcomm envisions the
ng away from the ad hoc case-by-case
Instead,
-ion that currently exists.
.lity aulthori.
of this alternative would involve the
ImPlementati
ific guidelimes, which would 6o beyond
lulation of
generall guidelines in FCC Docket 18875, and presumably
.ease the Commission's invc lwement in the carriers',
.lity investment decision- Wiing ,process.
nder
l ssion as A

It is Transcomm's position t lat "the potential
fits of such an alternative are tenuous at best and
First,
pst certainly less than the a8sociated.costs."
.ent plarnMg guidelines, whether 50/50 or reasonable
Ay, have been condemned as artificial and restrictive
tost parties, lending substantial doubt as to the
ptability Of specific guidelines. Second, any final
.sion by the Commission 'on optimal fhcility investment
4ces$ar_ily subjective; and finally, the imposition
pecific Planning guidelines increases the possibility
bmmissi n J r -posed market divisions by technology.

Transco= fe rs the "imposition ofguidelines that necessarily involve
Sion of common carrier management duties.
ission usLIT
priori basis to suspect that the
nt a
duties with results more
rforM the
ission
Se that exist from common carrier
rable th
ms these prerogatives ought. to remain
ormance,,
the carriors
ly spa

,p

The Elimination of Current_Cd ouit Activation
Requiremen

2

Section 214 of the Communications Act of 104
requires FCC approval, for both the construction and
.operation of new facilities. A two-stage approval
Transcomm states,
process has been utilized by the FCC.
"The perceived purpose of the Commission
in requiring separate authorization
procedures for overseas service is tc
provide it with an opportunity to
monitor relative cable /satellite
,facility utilization.... However,
since the separate circuit activation
applications seem to dulplicate, to
some extent, issues addressed during
the fagility construction procedures,
it would seem that the former is one
step in the process that could be
eliminated in an effort to reduce
delay in.the provision of service."

Analysis of this alteri-tive-by Transcomm re U
following conclusions:
a.
Implementation would eliminate one tool
by which the FCC attempts to achieve and. maintain its

definition of a "balanced" sytem
b.
Cor the cibuve reason, and because unconstained facility utilization would result in a different
usage mix from FCC desires, the alternative would be
unacceptable tc the FCC.

Marc expo ditious provision of service
rosin

0.
requus

as

i

iIii 11th, or li,Aditlq c=ifCuit, actiVeitlTh,
to-1 to reLlOir u c-te reciuctions would De

lost.
1,4 tionshi*

L

I lit

111 t

r

L 4._;2

iaLob

to Litt, Odnric=1_ in which
-111
co is 1ttrit.liLuhlL specifically to satel
_ it t_t_

and cable qtr.. COMbilled

rate.

ilt ordel. to determine a k:ompo91

"`1-w alternative tau thu -ompOsitinq procedure

J

establishment Of tariffs for the individual services based
upori-Oe costs associated-with transmission for that
PerViCe."

Transco= states that this alternative to
compositing has no real meaning for switched services; the
major effect would be on leased-Channel services..
"The alternative implies 'the
creation of a two-tier pricing
,structure for leased channel
service and competitive pressures
which will create some cost and
quality-based differential:between'
rates for the separate technologies.
It is uncertain whethek or not
substantial record carrier transmission
facility utilization changeg will occur.
Such substantial .changes could impact
negatively on ,the rec? d carriers'
financial positions.

Route-by-Route Rate
This Transcomm alternative involves the
establishment of overseas telecommunications rates on
-a route -by -route basis as_Opposed to the current region/
area/distance combination. which appears to be utilized
foremost services to most destinations. -While it could
be argued that the implementation-of such an alteknative
would have few recognizable effects, in general, a'
shifting to a route-by-route structure would eliminate
any intra-area, or intra-regional subsidies that currently
exist.
Transcomm further notes that the benefits of the
alterna=tive for each service depend upon the importance
of distance - .sensitive transmission costs for the partite
cular service.
Presumably, leased channel service rate's

have the best prospect of being affected by such a change,
with Aominal'impacts on telex and Message telephone service
rates.
A.

Capitalization of-Carriers' Lease Payments
to COMSAT

While significant discussion/has already been
generated on this issue, Transcomm's examination of
-'capitalizing lease payments to COMSAT is offered as
another regulatory alternative. Its purpose is to
eliminate, or ameliorate the perceived undesirable
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consequences of the asymmetrical choice that supposedly
confronts the carriers.
"In a general sense, the amount by which
such lease expenditure 'capitalization
increases satellite use depends upon the
mechanics of the regulatory process,
the values of certain unspecified
parameters, and the format of such
lease expenditure capitalization....
It does appear that the carrier
purchase from COMSAT of satellite
Indefeasible Rights of Use (IRU'S)
potentially can 'neutralize' the
cable circuit/satellite circuit choice."

Transco= however, also makes it clear that
lease capitatttation will have no effect whatsoever when
rate base redblation is not active and is not expected to
"There would be no effectrbecause the
-become active.
artificial rate base expansion tendencies have no meaning
when the rate base' itself is not used to determine
totaA firm profits,"J/ Moreover, Transco= -asserts that
"there can be no certainty that the design of a methodology
for rate base regulation that involves some form of lease
expense capitalization Will improve in any way the efficiency
of the, satellite-cable investment decision. "!!
f

,

5.

Exclusion of Submarine Cable Investment
From the Oarriers' Rate Base

A complementary approach to the cable/satellite
usage incentive problem involves- the elithination of the
carriers' cable investment from their rate base,
Involved is--the 'elimination of carrier,UU purchases'
which will be substituted by ordinary lease payments
to the cable-owners, as is currently the-case for satel"Thus, according to theory,. the carrier,
lite circuits.
in selecting between cable and satellite circuit usage,
will be guided by price-and-quality considerations, including diversity goals,- and not presumably-artificial rate base
considerations.
Because of AT &T's position as the major U.S.
manufacturer of cables, it is assumed by-TranscomMthat
AT&T would still bean --active:participant in .cable
"The eliminaClevelopment, construction, and ownership.
tion.of cable investment from the carriers' rate base
would seem necessarily te,dictate that AT&T participate
in (r) cable. ownership, and (2) the provision of overseas
cations service directly to customers through
telecom)
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separate. org nizational entities .. ,u11/
"11 /

that
the
deletion
regulation of the latter function will
of cable investment fro oM-the-operational carriers' rate
At the same time, however, Transcomm observes that
base.
"the creation of separate organizationalientities would
appear to lessen rather than to eliminate the problems
that they were designed to serve.

.involve'

"The separate organizational entities
created are still part of the_same'overall organization and it-would be sarprising if certain predictable corporate
goals were not able to permeate the
new structure. Thus, AT&T as developer,
manufacturer, and owner of submarine
cable systems still has an incentive
to expand the cable systems' use and
the creation Of a new subsidiary seem
unlikely to alter such an incentive.

Moreover, the retention of any circuit usage
tools by the Commission would be counterproductive to
"If the commission
the implementation of this alternative.
is to pet and maintain-..: usage ratios, there is no reason
to adopt a bookkeeping practice (such as this alternative)
that changes in any way the usage ratios considered optimal
from the viewpoint'of the carriers."Ll./
Finally, the IRC's financial positions may,be
negatively affected by this alternative, as their
respective rate bases would be reduced.' The IRC's
should be poPitively motivated to select transmission
circuits on an efficient basis;'introducing themselves
as competitive buyers in the transmission marketplace.
6.

Authorize AT&T KalryILI.tp the Private Line
Voice Data Market
Al

As evidenc d in the TAT-4 decision of 1964,
there has always ben concern over allowing AT&T-into
the AVD market, na -1y,-the financial viability of the
"Specifically, it is feared that AT&T will conft,
IRC's.
pletely dominate the AVID market due to one or both of
(1) cross-subsidization of this
the following factors:
service with revenues from message telephone service,
advantage
and (2) the realization of a distinct coresulting from certain scale economies."__
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,

In eaminin4this Alternative', which would lift
- AVD market,
the kC restrictions on AT&T from serving
hotes'lt
is
not
likely
that
AT&T
w
uld eliminate
Transco
"It
is
unlikel
'that
AT&T
-40the IRC's. from the market.
wou4Dfully take A vantagetof any presumed opportunity
to eliminate the IR os .from this market. Such behavior
would stimulate intensive regulatory examination and
possibly judicial investigatibn as well. Rather, it is
suggested that the market would be shared by AT'&T and the
IRC's.'"4
The resultant ompetition would.exert downward
plausible advantage, bilt,the
pressures on rates as o
spectre of cross-sUbsidization.on the part of all'the
carriers is a.serioup'potential disadvantage.

(
'

7.

Deregulation of Leased Channel Service
4

The implementation of the final alternative wou
free the IRC's from FCC regulation with respect t the
provision of leased channel service. The carrier would
not be required to file tariff rates, and there w uld be
no requirement that' tariffs bre justifie with det= led
cost support data as provided for in Se'tion 6,1.38 of
There are two possibl scenarios or
the FCC rules.
(4 without entry
deregulated lease channel service:
:(IRC's only), (2) with market entry-, (AT&T, COMSAT and
other's enter), and the alternative is examined under both
conditions.
Transcomm contends that deregulation is 4
plausible alternative since regulation is considered
desirable when natural monopoly conditions prevail in
The presence of multiple IRC's suggests
service supply.
that monopoly characteristics are not significant for
any of the services offered by these firms. However,
implementation of this, alternative may have little effect
on the industry "in that the record carriers appear to
behave now under reg4 Lion much as they would in a deregulated environment." ±L!

In.a different vein, this alternative would
eliminate anyt)enefits to the Carrier :from internal
cross-subsidizationsince capital expansion in.the,
CompetitiVe leased channel Market.would not affect the
carriers -rate base (provide for ratebaseexpansion)...
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a.,

Without Market Entry

This scenario suggests only minor changes'
There would- be only minor rate
from the'statUs quo.
changes for leased channel° service or other record
services attributable-to deregulation without new market
.

.

entry.

The major benefitsinvolve-decreased\carrier

filing requirements--and decreased regulatory'efforts;
b.

With. Market Entry

Market entry by AT&T, COMSAT and ether firms..
.ouch as cur ain'of the specialized Common.carriers-is
inherent',
allowed under this scenario. -Trap Scomm Sees
significant_cost.advaptage,to COMSAT in the provision,.
of .this serviCesince- -COMSAT's incremental costs for
theactivation'ot additional circuits approach .zero."*
As such, COMSAT shoUld be required to furnish service
thr6Ugh a. subsidiary corporation on a tariff basis.
Transcoffim observes that AT&T would,not

prObably have any substantial cost economies over the
IRC's, while the specialized carriers 'would probably
be in a disadvantageous. 'cost position.due to additional
fixed and start-up costs.
Transcomm's comments made earlier with. tespect
to incentives to practice cross-'subsidization.apply with
equal'force to AT&T and COMSAT market entry, in which-,
be incumbent upon the'Commission to-determine
case
that assets and expenses associated with competitive
service
re not utilized in the determination of regulated
rates."17-

*It must be noted that activation of idle-cable plant
also by definition.implies.zero incremental costs.
"Value- added" costs in furniShing complete circuits
should-be approximately equal for all carriers

Governm dn al Alt-rnativ

The report prepared by Frank P Grad and Daniel C.
Goldfarb of ColuMbia,Universityfeamina recurring` FCC
policies that raise problems in'the industry and with foreign
relations.
The study makes three recommendations: redef nition of legal authority in the cable/satellite area;
clarification of the roles of DOS, OTP, and the FCC; and
the definition of the governmental role and responsibilities
in the long-range planning process.
1.

Summary of_Problems:

The''effect of recurring' FCC policies i-.summarized
as serving to maintain the relative strength of the
companies in the industry (i.e., maintain 'status quo).
This is,observed as anticompetitive, anti-innovative,
and raises troublesome questions for foreign'relations.
In this regard the.report notes that it has been sulgested
(forcefully) that. foreign administrations are seriously
troubled by MS.- regulatory delays. The view expressed
is that "it is difficult to understand why, after so
many years of experience, this should remain such a
major issue with foreign carriers--all the more so since
these delays are generally the result of-trying to work
out parity and fill problems in line with policies'tha
presently work out to favor cables over satellites."18
The delays in cable circuit authorizations are viewed
as having as adverSe effects on AT&T and ITT that are at
least as significant as the advdrse effects on the foreign
carriers. Grad suggests, in urging greater dispatch in
solving the problem of delays,'that the foreign carriers,
speak as much for their kAmerican counterparts as they, do
,

for themselves.-.

Undiminished foreign preference for cable technology is difficult to-explain onc.a- number of other
grounds. Foreign relatiOns problems in this area are not
likely to be resolved ITIR il a less rigid, more competitive
industry is deyeloped..±a
2.

Recommendations

The Columbia study.find- .that a convincing case
can be made showing the systemic nature of foreign policy
and related administrative problems. That isthey are,
problems of the very nature of the industry and its, basic
laws and regulations. Consequently, the report states:
,
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12,k'

"it is vpry Unlikely that.tinkering
with administrative arrangements, or with
the allocations of functions among the
several government agenciesin the
telecommunications field, mill, by
itself ,.produce solutions.that are
TO provide.
of major or 'lasting effect.
such solutions, substantive changes
in:the structure of the industry and
in its laws:and-regulations are
needed--and some so clearly beyq
the scope of-this brief stud "-

Die to the difficulties and complexities df alternatives
such as the single transmission entity propgsed, in the
1968 Presidential TaFk Force Report, or the concept of
separation of ownership reviewed in a 1974 OTP proposal,
the Columbia report deals with such major proposals as
being "outside the. range of alternatives to ,be 'considered
in this study.".21/
Another difficulty tin making recommendations
for systemic changes arises from the fact that the depth
'-of the problem is not fully.agreed upon
'

'"The main obstacle to the freedom
carriers to
and
of U.S.
r.
enter into agreements of their
choice, without limitations
relating to cable or 'satellite}
allocation andito rate regulations',
is the FCC. The FCC, however, does
not impose these limitations out of
a desire to create problems, but in
pursuance of legislative mandates
to protect therinterest of the users
and to prevent possible abuSes by the
huge,and powerful telecommunications
carriers: When,the FCC's mandate
under the Communications Act of 19.34
to protect the consumer, and its mandate
under the Communications Sate
Act of 1962, to advance and-pro -ct
satellite technology are consi ered
in their entirety, it becomes, ,apparent
that-the FCC has been reasona ly effective in meeting its difficult obligations." 22/-
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Alternatives or recommendations developed in
the study are modest in scope 'and are offered as a
which
"balnce in a very complex-regulatory situation
sometimes conflicting purposes must be served.

Recommendation 1 - Redefiniten of teial
to Issue
Aut ort in Cafe, sate
Several steps are needed to reduce foreign relations
problems stemming from the cable/satellite issue whife
still maintaining balance .and guarding agains:t abuse.
They are:
a.

The 1962 Communications Satellite Act

ould be

amended to.

recognize COMSAT as .a common carrier
(1)
rather than a quasi public entity

relieve FCC of obligations
(2)
satellite co- unications technology

-advance

,

eliminate references to the.special
3)
foreign:r lations.obliqations-COMSAT. carries
(4)

add astatement reaffirming PC Q authority

over COMSAT
allow COMSAT to unction as an international
(5)
common carrier fully competitive with other such common
carriers (subSICt to same laws)
al Sections 721(a)(2) and (4) which.
require thc;(President to provide for continuous review

eliminate,from Section 721 all FCC
(79.
authority which is different in character and extent
from FCC authority over other carriers

OW Aaliminate, in Section 733c

e PreSidents

power to appoint three COMSAT beard member'e..and.eliminatc
any special- previsions of-Section 734 tp delete any"
special rights of common carriers to purchase or hold
COMSAT stock."2_4(:
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By ad nistrative'determination, or by
statutory amen4ment if neCssary, free COMSAT from
its Carrier's carrier status; allowing it to participate
in the market,o .the same competitive basis as other
international ea riers. The :FCC could, as an alternative
to a statutery aMendment making COMSAT a full common
carrier, reopen "Socket 16058, the "Authorized User"
decision,as'the Conditions which led to the carrier's
carrier statu s no longer hold. 25/
b.

l'

able and
Aboli h the composite rate fo
c.
satdilite by administrative regulation, or by statutory
titive'rates
amendment if n' cessary, and permit co
to the fullest xtent possible. Only p vate-lease
ome degree of
circuits would p obably be involved an,
noncompetitive,r te, setting by the FCC would still
be required to pr vent crosszsubsidization. Two
options are indicated in this,regard:

Administrative approach.wOuld be
(1)
accomplished by a review of the c6mpoSite'rate policy,
adopted avan adjunct to the Authorized User. decision.,
(waSnot'a_1AW but was a judgment-which could Be changed).
Amend C mmunications Act-of 1934 to prnvide
(2)
for COMBASand other c rriers filing competitive rate s\
a nd for
FCC to app olve these unlesS.Suchrates,
for specified serviceas: are clearly contrary to the
public interest.26/
.

Other :policies that reduce intermodal competition
,d.
should be revised by Few regulatory action or _1?y statutory
These include:
amendment -.

joint ownership of earth stations would no
longer be required
(1)

in the absence of such administrative.
(2)
determination, Communications Satellite Act of.1962
should be amended to provide express authorization to
COMSAT to have sole ownershi_ of earth stations on to
allow others to share in 'them 27/
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Recommendation

- Foreign Relations
.

.

The second reeomMenaation'of the study is that
Several. steps are needed..fot strengthening the'foreign.
relations role of the l% S. by clarifying the roles of
the State:Department, OTP, and FCC.- They:ate:
"a
Without,affeeting.the. existing
authority of the President. with relation
to .particular, statuterilydelegated
areas of,teleCommunications- management,
OTP- should be given statutory existence
and should be designated as the proper
ageney:to. coordinate. the.approval of
proposed agreementsH4th foreign carriers.

"Such statutory existence for OTP
could best be established by amending
the-Communcations'Act of 1934, inserting
a new Subchapter on international
telecommunications, which'Vould.piovidfor'the continuation of OTP and for
its duties and functions in relation
to international telecommunications.
The enumeration of such duties and
functions would effectively incorporate
the provisions of Executive Order No.
11556 and should contain specific
reference to the ptoposed coordinating
function of OTP for the approval of
agreements with foreign carriers, in
accordance with further recommendations
that follow.
"b.

All U. international carriers

should be required by law to inform
OTP of ongoing negotiations with
foreign carriers, and OTP, in turn,
should have the duty to inform and
obtain the concurrence of the State
Jepartment and of FCC before a qes.
carrier is authotied to conclude. an
agreement with a foreign carrier.
This requirement should apply to
satellite as w611 as cable agreements.
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"The. statutory amendments - -to be included

in the'proposed new Subohapter.of the

.Communications Act of 1934 -- would, in effect,.

max

applicable and extend.the provisions

of S74 2 of the Communications:satellite

Act'of 1962, relating:to-negotiations with
foreign Carrier, to agreements relating
to-cables as well as stellites.': The
coordinatiOcfunction for 'obtaining,
concurrence
State pepartffient and ,F
would be assigned to OTP. The proposal
has somewhat hroader Spope.4hah -the,
earlier provisiOn in the CommUniCatiens
Satellite Act because it would require
the early concurrence of FCC as well.
The-law should provide that the
designated-government,agendies, in;
consenting to agreements with,fpreign
carriers, be guided'priMarily-by the
need. to meet capacity'requirements for
growth, -taking-into account the 'cost
burden that unnecessary capacity, imposes
on the public.
'The recommended statutery_amendment,
to be incorporated in the nOW-subchapter
on international telecommunications h may
be regarded. as an,amplificationef. S214
of the.Comnunidations Act -of,1934, whiCh
provides that'.an. extension of lines must
be approved through the granting of a
dertificate of public Convenience. and
The proposal, in'effed,
necessity-.
would' articulate growth factors in relation
to. .convenience and necessity.and'would

also relate the4ong-range. planning
functions of the government -todecisions
affecting -international .agreements relating_
T
to the' expanSion of systems.and''services.m.2S

In the past, it has ,been the .practice for carriers
to negotiate international agreements without priorsubstantive consultation with the appropriate governinent
The proposed change would assure that the
agencies.
appropriate agencies were not only informed' but also made
aware of contemporaneous'cable and satellite'negotiations
(making them able to ascertain whether either or both
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proposed agreements were necessary).

Grad state

"The recommendation we uld give OTP,,
established as 6 stat tory agency in
cldar obligathe Executive Office,
tion to coordinate the process. The
involvement of the State Department
is obvioUsly appropriate -, and the role
of the FCC would be to substantially carry out its regular function as
redefined in 'accordance with Recommendation One."

it should be added that the recoMmendation
does not oust FCC from its regulatory
role, nor would it substitute a political
deciion-making process for what is
essentially a process subject to the
judgment of a qualified administratiye
The role of the executive is
agency.
seen (as essentially a facilitatihg,
supportive foreign policy role.".29
Recommendation

- Lon

e Plannin

Several steps for improving the long range planning
racess as advanced in the report are
OTP should be tasked with the statutory
a.
obligation to engage in long-range planning and p9liCy
development for the U.S. in the international telecommunications field.

The carriers and appropriate agencies shOuld
b.
be tasked to provide information to OTP upon request.
c. -Duties and obligations here recommended would
properly be included in the proposed amendment of the
:Communications Act of-1934.30/.

The need for governmentinVolvement has been
demonstrated as
,

"only the government can require the
collection and as*embly.of all relevant
data - -while planning by industry is
likely to be bathed-on the cable or
satellite components, without regard.
to communications.Ineeds.as A whole.

1

act,' a major defect of past planning
efforts has been that, cable and satellite
facilities were planned for separately and
without relation to each other... there.
Is evidence of substantial numbers of
empty circuits, *hose idleness imposes
:a cost,on.the public resulting from
the lack of coordinated planAi g
for cable and satellite."-S1/
Other factors necessitating the involvement of
government in the planning process are also suggested.
"There is also a need for long-range government planning
ix the telecommunications field. because interests of the
U.S. telecommunications.industry,do not necessarily
coincide fully with the national interests. Unilateral
planning by sectors of Industry is likely to take
account of the special' economic interests of the
particular carrier, rather than the national interest.
or the public interest--particularly when planned
facility expansion is so closely connected with a more
advantageous rate base. Moreover, carriers have
multi national business interests, and their planning
decisions may, at times, reflect their spedial economic
interests in favoring multinational rather than U.S..
Clearly, the public interest of the U.S. in
interests.
international telecommunications requires government
concern for, and participation in, long-range planning." AZ/
The study concludeS "In view of the close relationship of international telecommunications to foreign
of the United-States--and hence
relations
to the Executive Office of the President --it is appropriate that the -Office'of TelecOmMunications Policy be
.given clear statutory responsibility for telecommunications
"The only agency
planning.In the .international area
7the:Staff
capability,
and mhich haswhich presently has
shown a desire.t0 undertake the task of long-range.
planning and policy development, is the Office of
Telecommunications Policy. in'the'ExeCutiveOffieed-'
In

"OTP already has:theobligation to coOrdinateother'
telecommunications interests with'nationaliMPliCations,
such as the governMent portion of the radio-Spectrum
allocation and other- aspects.of'telecommunioations
control relating to -national defense."34/
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND'RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

This concluding chapter presents a Summary of the
findings on the. various alternative industry structures
which were examined for single entity, international
record industry, international telephone industry,
COMSAT, and governmental regulation, An overall
summary based on these findings is presented and
finally, the authors for the first time in this report
make known their views for regulatory action and legislative change in the form of recommendations.
B.

Five Basic.Areas Studied

,This section summarizes the findings of the studies
in the five basic international areas.
1.

qtrITILJD1LJ2ELL2aa

Several studies examine the option of a single
transmission entity either privately or government
owned.
There is a general'consensus that a single
entity, i,p., monopoly, should not be allowed at the
retail level as many services can be supplied on a
somewhat competitive basis.
In,the case of a privately7owned single entity
at the transmission level, most of the studies have
indicated that assumptions of likely cost benefits could
t be defended.
As onauthor notes, the consumer
would have no alternative supplier, merely different
technologies at probably uniform prices." ,The studies
indicate that a single entity could prove difficult
to regulate, result in an unbalanced system through
favoring one technology over another, and create service
problems. As far as existing problems are concerned,
the studies indicate that this option could serve to
exacerbate rather than to resolve them.
In the case of a government-owned single
entity, the studies indicate that it would suffer
from the same difficulties and introduce others 4s
well.- Several studies note that political forces could
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intrude in the decisions, the executive appointments,
and the operations.' One study compares the likely
result as Similar to the U.S. Postal Service; Another
study obserVes that rates are normally higher in
countries where government-owned entities ar involved
and makes the point that funding, rather than reflecting
requirements would have to compete with Other more
Compelling needs in the government budget.
With the ekcePtion of the Rostow And SRI
studies of the 1960's, none of the studies specifically
advocates any type of single entity.
,2.

International Record Industry Options

The Gabel study'of the record industry traces
the development of the industry over time and the legislative/regulatory background. Several options for the
international record service industry were explored
status quo (i.e., no changes), duopoly,
including:
The study raises significant
and improved regulation.
For example, rates for
questions in a number of areas.
some services may be higher than necessary, investment
may be less than cost effective, and competition less
than it could be (Authorized User, AVD decision, cable
satellite issue, etc.).
A

The study observes that a number of changes
clearly appear necessary (i.e., abolish Authorized
User ruling, abolish AVD decision and cable/satellite
These are all decisions that the
allocation, etc.).
power'toxescind.
Commission made and are within
Gabel emphasizes that the "missing link" has been effective regulation and that the answer to the identified
problems is improved and more active regulation rather
than structural change.
3.

Interna -ional Tele

Industry

The Cole study of the international telephone
industry examines the complexities of international
services and how they are integrated into the U.S.
Significant hazards are identified as
domestic system.
results of the magnitude of the telephone industry, the
problems posed by the cable/satellite issue, and the
lack of required regulatory tools. The study views
the existing inability to actually practice rate base
regulation (due to inability to identify true costs of
tertttine the most
international service), inability to

cost effective facilities mix, etc., and the potential
long -run cost impact of existing cable/satelliteallocation schemes as serious problems which need attention. _
The study reviews a number of optionS including
the status quo, improved regulation, development of an
overseas accounting- center, an AT&T subsidiary,,a separate
non-AT&T company, and merger of COMSAT into AT&T. The
study finds that the structual change options offer no
definitive solution to the ekisting problems. Generally,
the structural change options appear: to open the door to
even more'problems, and in some cases effect a loss of
existing benefits such as competitiveness, economies of
scale, international bargaining power, technological
leadership, and other. The findings of this study are
essentially similar to those of, the record industry study;
improved regulation is required no matter what option
is examined and, in addition, the development of an overseas accounting center. is recommended. The letter would
make it possible to accurately identify:the true costs
associated with internation-1 serVice8-And,,would make
effective rate base regulation
.

4.

COMSAT 0 t ons

The Transcomm study reviews several options
for COMSAT including: recision of the Authorized User
decision (allow COMSAT into the AVD market), joint
carrier ownership of satellites, and COMSAT absorption
of AT&T submarine cables and related facilities.

-

The results of the study are relatively inconclusive for a number of reasons. For example, any option
which genenlly retains COMSAT's carrier's carrier Pole
is by definition limited. Also, any option which opens
up markets such as AVD to COMSAT raises questions of
impact upon other carriers, such as the 'RC's. Finally,
COMSAT's ability to compete in the message telephony
market is virtually nonexistent because of the nature of
that industry.
The study indicates that recision of the Authorized
User ruling would probably result in much more competition
than now exists. On the other hand, it notes that the regulator would have to guard against cross-subsidization.
The joint ownership option is-noted as being interesting
but not likely to solve existing problems and would
The study observes that having effected
create new ones.
this change, the regulator would still be faced with the--
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cable /satellite problem,.although the possibility for real
difficulties (i.e., relegating satellite to the thin
traffic-paths) would be greater. The study also notes
problems with maintaining technology, both cable and
satellitei under this option.

The absorption of-AT&T facilities option would,
in essence, create a single transmission entity with all of
the objedtions noted previously. Transco= further
observes-that while COMSAT might be in a position to plan
effectively, its predisposition toward satellite could
lead to an unbalanced system and service problems.
In summary, the author notes that "no major
conclusions have been drawn for each alternative," but he
does suggest that administrative rulings dominate tne
structuring of the industry.
5.

0 ti
GovernalentFQapilation

In the analysis of regulatory procedures,
Transcomm, Inc. tests eight regulatory alternatives as
Increased
possible, responses to current industry problems.
regulatory planning and guidelines, which are overly
specific and intended as a replacement for common carrier
management duties, are summarily rejected. The elimination
orf-eircuit activation-requirements and the-disaggregation
of -rates are advanced as the former would eliminate delays,
and the latter would base rates on costs. The.capitalization of satellite lease payments or the exclusion of submarine cable investment from the carriers' rate bases are
reviewed as possible ways of neutralizing the cable/satellite
Also, AT&T's and COMSAT's entry into the AVD
circuit choice.
market are assessed as positive alternatives as long as
regulation can safeguard against cross-subsidization, and
as long as the new entrants do not seek to eliminate the
Deregulation of leased channel
IRC's frot this market.
service is-also analyzed- with similar results.
Grad and Goldfarb's study offers three recommendations for change in the industry. First, the 1962 Communications Satellite Act would be amended to recognize COMSAT
as a full common carrier in order to relieve the FCC of its
obligations to advance satellite technology, and to relieve
COMSAT-Of special foreign relations obligations. Second,
in steps designed to enhance foreign relations, OTP should
be designated as the U.S. agency to coordinate agreements
with foreign carriers, require all U.S. carriers by law to
inform PT P of ongoing negotiations, and require a statutory
ent to meet capacity. requirements primarily through
ame
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1

coatconsideration.. Finally, OIT should be tasked- with the
-statutory obligation to engage in leng-range planning and
policy development for the U, S. international telecommunications.
C.

Conclusions and Recommendations

This section contains observations that, for the sake
of-focusing the issues, are cast in the form of views,
comments, and recommendations.
However, OT has not subjected
them to-the extensive review by the range of interested and
informed parties inside and outside the gederal Government
which. would precede formal recommendations by the Executive
Branch to the Congress.
Rather, the purpose of this'section
is to make a responsible and public contribution to ongoing
discussions of alternative arrangements for the structure
and regulation of the international telesvmmunications industry.
There has b_en sufficient review of these observations to
satisfy OT that they will make such a responsible contribution.
NeVertheless, because of the limited purpose of this section,
the observations do not constitute formal positions or action
recommendations on behalf of the Office, the Department, or
the Administration.
1.

Structural Alternatives

itisoUr opinion that not one of the sumMariNI-:
U.S. international industry studies has made a convincing
case for structural change.
The single entity alternatives
are dismissed as anticompetitive in an industry which sorely
needs enhanced competition, not only in the services sector
but in the transmission media sector as well.
Alternative arrangements for the IRC's, AT&T, and
COMSAT also hold little appeal, since the industry's problems are not primarily the results of the existing industry structure. The various alternatives examined by Gabel,
ole, and-Transcomm did not fare well when examined as
possible instruments for efficiency, competition, technological progress, and consumer benefit. Indeed, when gains
were found in some instances, they were offset by losses
identified in others, along with the potential for further
problems.
Finally, any structural change is not without concurrent expense and loss to some, and revenues and gain to
others.
The benefits to consumers and the overall effect
on the industry must be demonstrated before a commitment
is made For-changing the structure.
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2.

Relator y Alternatives

The' Dulk of the evidence supplied by the various
studies indicates that the existing induStry structure is
neither the cause of the problems faced today in international
telecommunications nor the proper focal point for change.
Rather, the problems are due largely to an ineffective
regulatory process which has been outpaced by technological progress, growing market size, expanding service.
The
categories, and varying degrees of competition.
complexity o international telecommunications has
placed extraordinary requirements upon,an overburdened
regulator. Clearly, improved regulatiOnJs the more
feasible approach for change. By means of an improved
regulatory process,'it will be possible to effect the
chdhges needed for ensuring the efficient operation of the
In so doing, the industry structure may well be
industry.
affected indirectly by improvements in the regulatory
process,'which will induce a higher degree of feasible
competition.

Both Gabel and Cole directly advocate improved
Similarly, Grad and Transcomm detail various
regulation.
regulatory alternatives for solving existing problems.
Our recommendations below follow this improved regulation
Such an approach leads to a timely introduction
approach.
of reform with a minimum of legislative rewrite.
Rate Base Re ulatien Rate Structure

Effective rate base regulation of the international vice and record carriers must be instituted as
This would not only ensure that basic
soon as poSsible.
regulatory goals are achieved, e.g., just, reasonable
and nondiscriminatory rates, cost effective investments,
etc., but,also introduce a higher degree of competitiveness in many areas. Commission actions in Docket 18128
and 20778 are preliminary steps toward achieving.effective rate base regulation.
Recommenda

S

tot AT&T's

Establish an
overseas services.

Develop muLno,1010,jles tot der rmining rates

of return of the major international voice and record
services.
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Determine pfesent rates of return for the
major services.

Establish allowable rates of return for each
of the major services.
b.

Plannin

and

Facilities

At the present time, the CommisNion has
embarked upon an effort to require industry to submit a
comprehensive plan for approval and has also begAn in-house
efforts to develop some of the needed analytical methodologies.
In our view, the Government's role should be limited
to protecting the public interest without performing
industry's business.
Definitive guidelines, which adequately protect U.S. public interest, must be developed
to enhance cost effectiveness and to reduce uncertainties
for both U.S. carriers and foreign administrations. A
planning mechanism must be established whereby U.S. cable
and satellitq carriers, in cooperation with foreign administrations, jointly perform ldhg-range planning with a
reasonable expectation ofU.S. license approval.
Recommendations.
ho
The following steps are proposed in the
planning and licensing process, shown in figure- VII-1,_as
improvement's in the current process:

The Government in conjunction with the
U.S. carriers should first .develop guidelines relative
to traffic forecasting, a cost comparison methodology
for transmission facilities, and operational factors.
The Government should not try to impose a standard forecasting methodology on the carriers but only insist that
the methodology be a systematic, fully definable process.
The cost comparison methodology of cable and satellite
systems must be developed jointly with AT&T, COMSAT, and
the IRC's because unique requirements must he accounted
for in the process.
Likewise, the operational requirements
must be developed jointly with the carriers for the same
reason.
(1)

(2)
Once the guidelines are established,
the U.S. carriers would develop a coordinated long-term plan
or plans with the foreign administrations compatible with
the established guidelines. it is understood that some
foreign administrations may have different views, and a
reasonable compromise will be reflected in the coordinated

plan.
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FIGURE VIII

PROPOSED FACILITIES PLANNING AND LICENSING PROCESS
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The U.S. carriers would then submit the
(3)
plan or plans plus the applications for near-term facilities,
including proposed circuit utilization of facilities, to the
The plan would allow the FCC to examine the near-term
FCC.
applications with a long-term perspective.
The FCC will apply the established guidelines
(4)
in deciding' whether to grant tentative appro7al of the
applications for near-term facilities, within00 days. This
process requires the Commission to maintairWan in-hopse
capability in the aras,of traffic forecasting, economic
cost comparisons, and operational requirements.
(5)
If the FCC grants tentative approval, then
andlonly then, can the carriers sign a negotiated agreement
with the foreign administrations on the near-term facilities.

Then the carriers submit their applications
(6)
to the Commission, with action rewired within 30 days.
The FCC will veiify that the negotiated. agreement is consistent
with the tentatively approved apfolication.
c.

Relative Use of Cable and Satellite
Facilities

We agree with most of the studies that the,use of fill formulas_ar Dthe r _51101 deviea should be
011done4. The determination of cable/satellite market
share should be determined by the relative cost effective-

nessand operational efficiency, promoting competition
between the transmission media suppliers. Operational
factors such as divesity requirements will probably
result in a minimum use of either cable or satellite
facilities for any major traffic stream at 25-30 percent
of the total.
The issue of circuit utilization will be
resolved adequately in the proposed licensing prOeess and
no separate. 'circuit activation authorization will be
required. This approach would abolish the present twostep licensing process.
Recommendations

Abolish any and all fill formulas which
are used to determine the relative use.
fa
Explore measures that neutralize cable/
satellite investment choices, such as capitalization of
lease payments.
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Eliminate separate circuit activation
procedures, which are now required by the FCC.
Forei n'Relations

d.

Most of the difficulties the U.S. has
experienced with its foreign partners can be traced to
failure of the U.S.,to develop specific
(1)
four causes:
policy and guidelines relative to the licensing of new
(this has caused uncertainty not only among
facilities
-11,e U.S. carriers but also with their foreign correspondents)
2) fundamental difference in viewpoints concerning rates
"(U.S. views telecommunications as a basic service to be
-provided at reasonable rates,,,whereas many foreign countries
view it.as a profit maximizinTbusiness and use the revenues
to subsidize postal and other domestic services), (3) U.S.
regulatory lag in the licensing and circuit activation
process, and (4) multi-lateral failure to recognize that
facilities planning is a cooperative venture._

Recommendations:
Ensure that f oreign entities are fully
aware of U.S. licensing and rate policies.

Implement prior recommendations concerning.
licensing process as a means of eliminating regulatory
U.
lag and promoting cooperation.
e.

Authorized User AVD

Several studies suggest recision of the
Authorized User decision and the re-entry of AT&T into the
AVD market. We believe that these actions would increase
the
the degree of competitiveness in the marketplace over the
impact
upon
competition
over
short run, although the
long run is less obvious.
Recommendations:

Examine the prospect of predatory pricing
by COMSAT and/or AT&T.

Examine the impact upOn the IRC's and'
the basic services they provide.
Examine the possibilities of crosssub idization by all the carriers.

Examine t e impact of foreign halfcircuit

a es.
f.

Resale and Shared Use of Services and
Facilities

We feel that sufficient evidence has not
-been presented-tedetermine,that resale and shared use of
international services and facilities would be in the
While the goal of a higher degree of
public interest.
competition in the private-lease market is desirable, it
is,pOssible that other alternatives such as deregulation
of private-lease might be preferable to merely increasing
the ,number.of vendors while maintaining regulation.

The long run impact of multiple new entrants
could adversely affect competition and lead to a greater
degree of market concentration than now exists or to the
establishment of new artificial markets.
RecommendationS:
The concept of resale. and sharing as well as
other alternatives in the private lease area should be
examined with consideration of the following:

Relative size of the market
Likely viability of new entrants
Degree of Government involvement required
(artificial y,defined markets)
Evidence that existing service is not
el
avail.able, inadequate, over-priced, or artificially
constrained
terminaImpact upon basic services, and
tion of whether they are reasonably priced at the present
4-

time

g.

Record Ind.1!tq!

The formula for unrouted telegraph
messages, gateway cities, and interconnection are discussed
under this heading of record industry issues.
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International Form
RecoMmendations-

All formulas for unrouted telegraph
messages should-be abolished.
The customer should
specify the international record carrier desired for4cqerseas
transmission.(2)

Gateway Citi

Indications are that competition may be
enhanced by abolishing the gateway cities concept.
Recommendations

A study should be undertaken to fully.
.evaluate this proposal, since conclusions cannot be
drawn from studies already performecL
3)

Interconnection

Interconnection may have benefits for the
consumer, however, there appear to be many factors (possible
abolition of the gateway cities concept, long-term impact
on competition, foreign administration reacions, etc.)
that need to be .evaluated before a final decision can be
reached.

The Cci,inmission is examining this subject at the

present time, and any recommendation now would be untimely.
h.

Earth Station Ownershi

We do not see the earth station question
as a major area of concern..
3.

Areas for possible he

The regulatory changes recommended in the
ceding section may require new legislation in order to
either provide the Commission with the necessary legal-.
authority or to reflect specific directions by the Congress
as to how the Commission is to carry out its regulatorY'
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role. A new section may be desirable in a revision
to. the Communications Act of 1934 to cover those items

which are unique to international telecommunications
Consideration should 'be given to the revision of
(1) ..aboSection 222 of Act if it is deemed necessary to:
lish the international formula' for the distribution of
unrouted outbound telegraph messages and allow an allrouted-by sender approach-to be implemented, (2) abolish
the gateway cities concept.or Provide for more liberalized'
hinterland service, and (3) reclassify Hawaii and Fuer o
.Rico as domestic points for U.S. domestic traffic.

New legislative language may also be desired to
specifically address such items as: coordinated long-term
planning .of facilities, licensing of facilities, facility
Use allocation,,e.g., no allocation of traffic by transmission media, rate base regulation,' and international
rave - setting and settlement procedures.
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